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Household Hints

**378128** EXTRAORDINARY USES FOR ORDINARY THINGS, REVISED EDITION. Did you know you could remove stained glass windows with window cleaner, fix a stuck zipper with a soap, or clean watermarks from wood with petroleum jelly? This comprehensive volume has thousands of ingenious tips to help you save time and money using stuff you probably already own. Well illus. in color. 384 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**375355** HOLIDAY HACKS. By Keith Bradford. Looking to save time, money, and sanity this holiday season? It’s time to hack your way through holiday mayhem! You’ll find tips tailored to simplify all the tasks that come between you and a stress-free celebration. With time and money saving tricks, you’ll be more prepared for the celebration, and feel less stressed. 240 pages. Adams Media. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95


**2926601** LEMONS: The Natural Apothecary. By Penny Stanway. Lemons are packed with goodness that, with a little knowledge, can easily be harnessed to allow you to bypass the chemicals and produce your own all natural products at home. This guide is packed with hundreds of practical tips, tricks and recipes for home, health and beauty that allow you to utilize the vitality of lemons. 164 pages. Nourish. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 PRICE CUT to $7.95

Current titles are marked with a ★.
**Household Hints**

3690583 ONE THING AT A TIME: 100 Simple Ways to Live Clutter-Free Every Day. By Cindy G. G. & Les announcement. This title is part of the Senior Solutions series. It is written in a conversational style, making it easy to understand and apply the tips and techniques you'll find within. It's a great resource for anyone looking to simplify their lives and reduce stress.

**Interior Design & Decorating**

579641 GREAT KITCHENS: Design Ideas from America’s Top Chefs. By Ellen Whitaker & et al. An interior design classic for the new millennium, this book celebrates the kitchen as a place where people come together to create and enjoy food. It features contributions from some of the best chefs in the country, as well as stunning photography and practical advice.

372228 BETTER HOMES AND GARDENS 150+ PROJECTS FOR EASY FURNITURE PROJECTS. By Pamela Porter. This book is a must-have for anyone who wants to build their own furniture. It includes over 150 projects, ranging from simple DIY items to more complex pieces, all with clear instructions and photographs.

675113 A WOMAN’S HUTS AND HIDeways: More Than 40 She Sheds and Other Retreats. By Gill Herring. This book is perfect for women who want to create a space that is just for them. It features over 40 unique retreats, including treehouses, yurts, and converted sheds, with ideas for decorating and furnishing.

**Design Solutions for Tidy Living.** This book offers practical advice on how to organize and decorate small spaces. It includes tips on maximizing storage, creating a cohesive color scheme, and selecting furniture that works for the space.

379518 DECORATING WITH CARPET: A Fine Foundation. By Ashley Stark Koenker & et al. This book is a comprehensive guide to using carpet as the foundation of a room’s design. It covers everything from choosing the right type of carpet to using it as an accent piece.

928022 GREAT ENGLISH VILLAGE INN: The Complete Guide to the Most Stylish and Characterful Inns in the UK. By D. A. & B. M. This book is a comprehensive guide to the best inns in the UK, featuring over 200 listings. It includes information on the inn’s history, architecture, and cuisine, as well as photos and maps to help you plan your visit.

**Designing with Style Modern.** This book is a comprehensive guide to designing with style. It covers everything from choosing the right colors and materials to arranging furniture and accessorizing.

**Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller**
Interior Design & Decorating


2929236 YOGA AND SPIRITUAL RETREATS: Relaxing Spaces to Find Oneself. By Sibylle Kramer. Fully illus. in color. 100 pages. Braun. 9x11½. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

6882210 MAKING AMERICAN ARCHITECTURE: Design in the 1930s. By Marilyn F. Friedman. Fully illus. some color. 239 pages. Bauer & Dean. 8½x11½. Pub. at $50.00. **PRICE CUT to $24.95**

Residential Architecture

3773922 HOUSES & APARTMENTS UNDER 1000 SQUARE FEET. ed. by Yn Wilkes. Illustrated. 138 spaces showing small homes from around the world, ranging in size from 258 to 958 square feet. Photographs show design details: the extent of natural light, the building exterior, and the challenges of the location. Drawings include floor layouts, perspectives, cutaways, and landscape plans. 255 pages. Firefly. 8½x11. Pub. at $39.95. **PRICE CUT to $19.95**

3797241 ROOTS OF HOME: Our Journey to a New Old House. By Russell Versaci. Both an architectural feat and a field guide for creating new old houses, this volume traces the development of today’s transitional homes from the earliest colonial styles to the present in a visually stunning journey. You’ll learn how to create a new old house that evokes timeless character. Well illus., many color. 266 pages. Taunton. 9½x11. Pub. at $45.00. **$4.95**

2850621 HOUSES OF PHILADELPHIA: Chestnut Hill and the Wissahickon Valley 1850-1930. By G. Thomas. Documents an outstanding group of houses, illustrating the scope of development in the Wissahickon Valley and the talented architects who worked there. This volume examines 40 properties in detail over 300 archival and contemporary photographs, drawings, and floor plans. 311 pages. Acanthus. 9½x12¼. Pub. at $59.95. **$24.95**

3858321 DESIGNING A HOUSE: The Illustrated Guide to Planning Your Own Home. By Lester Walker. This is a step by step guide for prospective home builders who want to plan the home that suits their needs and tastes. Each stage is illustrated with easy to follow diagrams and photographs. From setting up your vision, selecting the site, working with your architect and contractor, designing the interior space, to choosing building materials and handling legalities, this guide will have your hammer hand twitching. Fully illus., many color. 256 pages. Storey. 7x9. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$13.95**

2801778 MICRO LIVING: 40 Innovative Tiny Houses Equipped for Full-Time Living or Less. By Derek Diedricksen. Join Diedricksen as he explores the most creative, clever microshelters out there and what makes them work. Full of scavenging tips, ideas from leading designers, and a handful of building projects, this guide will have you hammering away. Fully illus., many color. 366 pages. Taunton. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$13.95**

3856763 HOUSES OF JAPAN: TSUOUI. 1200-1940. By C. Mitleiten & C. Sophie. With nearly 300 archival photographs, drawings and original floor plans, this volume offers an intimate tour behind the facades of 45 purely American houses. The authors bring to life the fortunes, motivations, and aspirations of these wealthy house owners who rigorously defined what was suitable and respectable living in the American heartland. 230 pages. Urbania. 7x10. Pub. at $79.95. **$29.95**

3784983 DOWNSIZE: Living Large in a Small House. By Sheri Koons. Presents the hottest trend in the housing market. Smaller homes comprising 2,000 feet or less. The featured houses show how to use space efficiently through such strategies as: creative storage space, multipurpose rooms, pocket and office doors, and new appliances. Fully illus. in color. 234 pages. Taunton. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $34.95. **$26.95**

3704807 THE JOY OF TINY HOUSE LIVING. By Chris Schappler. This book explains all of the tiny houses, 2ft. to 1,000 square feet, that go into building, owning, and living in a tiny house on wheels. This indispensable manual offers first hand advice on design and construction. Fully illus. in color. 236 pages. Firefly. 9½x12. Pub. at $24.95. **$14.95**


3727118 PREFAB ARCHITECTURE. ed. by Marta Serras. This splendid volume illustrates beautiful color photographs the variety of prefabricated construction systems in modern architecture. Text in English and seven additional languages. 359 pages. Koenemann. 7½x10½. Pub. at $12.95. **$9.95**

3727593 150 BEST TINY SPACE IDEAS. By Francesco Zanini. Mola. Provides an all-new review of tiny space designs created by internationally renowned architects and designers who have achieved practical, innovative, and stunning solutions for small spaces around the globe. This volume offers an extensive showcase of dwellings less than 200 square feet and provides a wealth of ideas for small-space living. Fully illus. in color. 479 pages. HarperDesign. 7½x9½. Pub. at $29.99. **$22.95**

3191168 MICROSHELTERS. By Derek Diedricksen. Join Diedricksen as he explores the most creative, clever microshelters out there and what makes them work. Full of scavenging tips, ideas from leading designers, and a handful of building projects, this guide will have you hammering away. Fully illus., many color. 366 pages. Taunton. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$13.95**

2807748 MICRO LIVING: 40 Innovative Tiny Houses Equipped for Full-Time Living or Less. By Derek Diedricksen. Join Diedricksen as he explores the most creative, clever microshelters out there and what makes them work. Full of scavenging tips, ideas from leading designers, and a handful of building projects, this guide will have you hammering away. Fully illus., many color. 366 pages. Taunton. 7½x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. **$13.95**

3722726 PREFAB: How Many Modules Do You Need to Live? By Patricia Foreman. This stunning volume presents more than 450 color photographs of the wide variety of beautiful prefabricated homes, worldwide. Text in English and three additional languages. 481 pages. Koenemann. 7¼x9¼. Pub. at $24.95. **$19.95**

3727572 FLOATING HOUSES: Living over the Water. By Patricia Martinez. There is a growing trend around the world, especially in Europe and Asia, for building greener, more sustainable housing, such as floating homes. This lavishly illustrated volume highlights the neighborhoods of floating homes with all the comforts and amenities of traditional homes. Text in English and Spanish. Fully illus. in color. 141 pages. Monsa. 7x9¾. Pub. at $27.95. **$22.95**

3713288 TASTEMAKER: Elizabeth Gordon, House Beautiful, and the Postwar American Home. By Monica Penic. With nearly 200 images, Penic incisively assesses Elizabeth Gordon’s jam-packed, ambitious magazine, and an archetypal image of domestic taste while reflecting more broadly on the culture of consumption and identity in postwar America. Here she uses the story of House Beautiful, between the ideal and the real, to extend our understanding of mid-century architecture and design. 248 pages. Yale. 8½x11¾. Pub. at $65.00. **PRICE CUT to $13.95**

372879X TINY HOMES, By Klea Hauser. This stunning volume presents more than 300 impressive images showing the wide variety of small homes, 400 square feet or less. Text in English and three additional languages. 335 pages. Koenemann. Pub. at $24.95. **PRICE CUT to $15.95**

6773508 TINY HOUSES IN THE CITY. By Mirri Zieger. Focusing on developments in buildings under 1,000 square feet, Zieger aims to inspire readers to streamline their own homes and apartments. Urban infill, adaptive reuse, microstudio and micro-living spaces, and micro-unit buildings make great architecture out of challenging locations and narrow sites. Fully illus. in color. 202 pages. Rizzoli. 7x11. Pub. at $29.95. **PRICE CUT to $11.95**
**Residential Architecture**

**6962378 ARDOSSAN: The Last Great Estate on the Philadelphia Main Line.** By David Neilsen Wolter. A richly detailed history of the baronial splendid of the Philadelphia Main Line estate Ardossan and the Montgomery family who built it in 1829 through eight page gatefolds and over 450 illustrations. An intimate portrait that captures the elegant lifestyle of the Montegneys and the majesty of their beloved home and estate. 356 pages. Illus. & Deac. 8x11¼. [Price Cut to $15.00]

**3721051 21ST CENTURY HOUSE.** By Jonathan Bell. Fully illus. in color. 256 pages. Avellino. 8x11½. Pub. at $29.95 [Price Cut to $9.95]

**3174255 COMPACT HOUSES: 50 Creative Floor Plans for Well-Designed Small Homes.** By Gerald Rowan. Well illus. 107 pages. Storey. $19.95. [Price Cut to $14.95]

**2993537 THE ARTS & CRAFTS HOUSES OF MASSACHUSETTS.** By Hello Meltsman. 152 pages. Bauhan. 10x7¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.50

**2927555 LITTLE HOUSE IN THE CITY: Living Small Within City Limits.** By Marc Vassallo. Fully illus. in color. 218 pages. Taunton. 8x11½. Pub. at $34.95 [Price Cut to $26.95]


**569972X MODERN SHOESTRING: Contemporary Architecture on a Budget.** By Susanna Sirefman. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Monacelli. 8x10. Pub. at $40.00

**2915324 LIVING LARGE IN OUR LITTLE HOUSE: Thriving in 480 Square Feet with Six Dogs, a Husband, and One Parenting and Housekeeping Too.** By Kepp. Well illus. in color. 225 pages. Reader’s Digest. 6¾x9¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $15.99 [Price Cut to $7.95]

**660725X STORYBOOK STYLE: America’s Whimsical Homes of the 1920s.** By A. Gellier & D. Keister. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8x11½. Pub. at $31.95

**5643392 ULTIMATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS.** Ed. by Gary Wentz. Offers clear, practical instructions on how to build your own log cabin, and furnish it too, while harmonizing the structure’s interior and exterior with the surroundings. This is an easy way for a homeowner to keep building, and still maintain a room for entertaining. It is not only practical and cheap, but also a way to have a room for entertaining. This is an easy way to build a home and still maintain a room for entertaining. Hill illus. in color. 151 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $60.00 [Price Cut to $24.95]

**298153X THE BRASS BOOK: American, English, and European, Fifteenth Century Through 1850.** By Herbert Schiffer et al. Features architectural hardware, lighting devices, andrions and fireplace equipment, tools, toys, weapons, Sun Dial, fireplaces, kitchen utensils, fences and gates. Many items are in private collections, while others are from foremost museums. Concise descriptions of each item identify regional products from the U.S. to England. 340 pages. Illus. Schiffer. 9x12¼. Pub. at $59.95 [Price Cut to $24.95]

**2976478 THE PERFECT TREEHOUSE: From Site Selection to Design & Construction.** By Django Kroner. Get plenty of inspiration for making a tree house with this well illustrated guide. Includes professional advice on how to build a house on a small budget, and how to make a tree house for your kids. 243 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $9.99

**9260893 ANGELS OF PARIS.** By Rosemary Flannery. Look up and discover the angels of Paris. They’re watching and waiting, and they may be looking right back at you. 142 pages. Illus. Norton. 8x11¼. Pub. at $24.95 [Price Cut to $19.95]

**2961776 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in New York City.** By Robert Arthur King. A delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings. It’s a rare insight into the world of stone sculptures. The author brings the reader up to date with the latest in the field of sculpture. The book contains over 200 illustrations and the text is concise, providing a good understanding of the subject. 288 pages. Fully illus. in color. Norton. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 [Price Cut to $31.95]

**2961213 COLORS OF THE WORLD: A Geography of Color.** By Jean-Philippe & Dominique Lenclos. Examines the locations for easy walking tours. 144 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $85.00

**2999005 DOORS.** Selected by Bob Wilcox. Throughout history, doors have received special attention from architects and builders. Some are primitive, some elaborate, but all are fascinating. More than 500 doors from around the world are shown here in every variety imaginable. 143 pages. Illus. In color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00 [Price Cut to $31.95]

**2961779 ANIMALS IN STONE: Architectural Sculpture in New York City.** By Robert Arthur King. A delightful collection of creatures that people New York City buildings. It’s a rare insight into the world of stone sculptures. The author brings the reader up to date with the latest in the field of sculpture. The book contains over 200 illustrations and the text is concise, providing a good understanding of the subject. 288 pages. Fully illus. in color. Norton. 9x12¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95 [Price Cut to $31.95]

**2874984 SELLING YOUR HOUSE, 3RD EDITION.** By Ilona Bray. Takes you through the process of preparing your home for sale, from the inside scoop on setting a price; finding the right real estate agent; determining which repairs and upgrades pay off; making legally required disclosures to buyers; evaluating purchase offers, and negotiating and closing escrow successfully. 258 pages. Nolo. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99

**3700936 EVERY LANDLORD’S LEGAL GUIDE.** By M. Stewart & J. Portman. This is the tool you can trust to provide the legal forms and rules every landlord and property manager need to keep up with the law and make money. From here’s help with legal, financial and day to day issues. You’ll avoid hassles and headaches, not to mention legal fees and lawsuits. 468 pages. Nolo. 8½x11½. Paperbound. Pub. at $44.95 [Price Cut to $32.95]

**Vacation & Country Homes**

**2991874 LONG ISLAND COUNTRY HOUSES AND THEIR ARCHITECTS, 1860-1940.** Ed. by Robert B. Mackay et al. A rich architectural history and compilation of architects who designed houses for the wealthy and the “well-heeled”. Combines text, drawings, plans, and a wealth of vintage photographs to examine a treasure house of domestic architecture in myriad styles representing the changes in American popular taste. Well illus., 563 pages. Norton. 9x12¼. Pub. at $85.00

**3744442 CABIN STYLE.** By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Shows the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to transitional to modern. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00

**587072X CABIN STYLE.** By Chase Reynolds Ewald, photos by A. Hall. Shows the elements of refined cabin style by top designers in destination mountain resorts and pristine rural, rustic and mountain regions around the country. The beautifully designed homes curated in this work represent a fresh look at the genre, from traditional to transitional to modern. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Gibbs Smith. 10¼x12¼. Pub. at $50.00

**2957934 THE FAMILY HANDYMAN ULTIMATE STORAGE SOLUTIONS.** Ed. by Gary Wentz. You’ll discover over 450 clever projects and tips that will help you manage the mess in one weekend or less! Learn how to customize a garage storage system, declutter your garage and optimize your storage, or build the ultimate garden shed. With step by step instructions that show you how to finish the job. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Reader’s Digest. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

**5643932 SHELTERS, SHACKS, AND SHANTIES AND HOW TO MAKE THEM.** By D.C. Beard. This excellent hands-on guide by one of the first pioneers of the Boy Scouts of America contains a wealth of practical advice on how to build everything from a barb teepee and a tree-top house to a log cabin and a sod house. Line drawings. 243 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¼. Pub. at $9.95

**3730944 STAYING PUT: Remodel Your House to Get the Home You Want.** By Du Dickinson. Dickinson offers suggestions on how to get the home you want from the house you have. He shares his passion for saving money while doing it, this title has all the answers. Color photos. 270 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $15.99 [Price Cut to $11.95]

**2981408 ART DECO IRONWORK & SCULPTURE.** By S.F. Cook III & T. Skinner. Priced to $24.95

**2991343 ANTIQUE IRON: Survey of American and English Forms, Fifteenth Through Eighteenth Century.** By Peter Schiffer et al. 447 pages. Schiffer. 8x11¾. Pub. at $60.00 [Price Cut to $24.95]


HOUSEBUILDING, REVISED. A Do-It-Yourself Guide. By R.J. Peterson. Extended information on how to build a house, nail-by-nail, from selecting the land to laying out and putting in foundations, walls, floors, and plumbing, wiring, heating, and cooling the space. Well illus. in color, 702 pages. Sterling. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95 $19.95

2984024 RENOVATION, 5TH EDITION REVISED. By M. Litchfield & C. Harley. The completely revised and updated "bible" for home renovators over 35 years. Topics include: planning; building materials; doors & windows; structural carpentry; masonry; foundations; plumbing; tiling; painting; roofs; and much more. Well illus. in color, 648 pages. Taunton. 8x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

2916711 THE FORGOTTEN ART OF BUILDING A GOOD FIREPLACE. By Vest Orton. Provides the basic principles of Count Rumford, whose fireplace design dates to 1765. Also contains interesting ideas on how to alter unsatisfactory fireplaces and build new ones in the 18th-century fashion. Illus. 62 pages. Alan C. Hood. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

2061047 3704815 BARNS, SHEDS & OUTBUILDINGS, 4TH EDITION, ED. By Laura Taylor. This guide contains step by step instructions for constructing and designing more than 100 barns, sheds, and other types of outbuildings in a variety of shapes and sizes. You will find drawings, photos, materials lists, and more. Fully illus. in color, 288 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8¼x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

6940859 3746664 RUSTIC RETREATS: A Build-It-Yourself Guide. By David & Jeanie Stiles. From an elegant water gazzeb to a traditional teepee, includes more than 20 low-cost, sturdy structures. All with step by step directions, information on basic building techniques, essential tools, and directions for windows, skylights, insulation, etc. Illus. 288 pages. Storey. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

589128X SMALL HOMES: The Right Size. By Lloyd Kahn. With over 1,000 photographs, use your own hands to build your own home. Featuring 120 homes in the country, towns, and cities, and much more. Fully illus. in color, 222 pages. Shelter. 8x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $28.95 $21.95

3159914 THE CLASSIC HENW-LOG HOUSE. By Charles McRaven. First published in 1978 as Building the Henw-Log House. The author, who has been building and restoring hewn log homes for sixteen years, shares his years of knowledge in folksy narration accompanied by photographs to clearly show every step of the process. Covers everything from how to hew a log with a broad axe to installing modern fixtures. 190 pages. Storey. 8½x11¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

285838X ESSENTIAL RAMMED EARTH CONSTRUCTION. By Tim Krahn. This thorough guide covers design, building science, tools, and the ramming methods for any climate, with a special emphasis on building in cold climates of the northern U.S., Canada, and northern Europe. Includes essential resources for experienced builders, DIY home owners, designers, engineers, and architects interested in learning about rammed earth construction. Well illus., some in color, 146 pages. New Society. Paperbound. Pub. at $39.99 $29.95


★ 6882439 TIN CAN HOMESTEAD: The Art of Airstream Living. By N. Langdon & S. Slayton. Founded in 1936, Airstream continues to be one of the most recognizable brands in the world. This book is a how-to guide that will address the quirks of cat behavior head on, with results that will help both your cat and you live happily—together—ever after. Well illus. in color. 204 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

★ 2815389 DO-IT-YOURSELF PROJECTS TO GET YOU OFF THE GRID. By instructables.com. Twenty projects, designed to get you thinking creatively about going green, are illustrated with color photographs and easy to follow instructions including how to clip a chicken’s wings; power your lawn mower with solar power; create a chicken tractor for the city; water your garden with solar power; build a greenhouse less than 133 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.99 $9.45

★ 3751724 ENGINEERING FOR CATS: Better the Life of Your Pet with 10 Cat-Approved Projects. By Mac Delaney. Conceived by an aerospace engineer, here are ten ingenious projects that will address the quirks of cat behavior head on, with results that will help both your cat and you live happily—together—ever after. Well illus. in color. 204 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


6935427 WORKING WITH TILE, REVISED: Taunton’s Build Like a Pro. By Tom Meehan. Well illus. in color, 224 pages. Taunton. 9x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95


 ★ 3741699 HOME INSULATION, REMODELING AND IMPROVEMENT. Ed. by Charles T. Byers et al. This complete home improvement manual, it offers photos, drawings, and understandable text. Readers learn how to do any size job, from installing plumbing and electrical repairs, heating and cooling, roofng and siding, cabinets and countertops and more. This is the ultimate guide for homeowners. 960 pages. Creative Homeowner. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.99 $22.95

★ 5669715 PHOTOVOLTAICS, REVISED: Design and Installation Manual. By Solar Energy International. Drawing energy from the sun using photovoltaic (PV) systems has become a major industry worldwide. This manual contains an overview of PV system components, including PV modules, batteries, controllers, and inverters, along with the information you need for successful installation and maintenance. 329 pages. New Society, 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $59.95 $49.95

6884321 HVAC AND REFRIGERATION PREVENTIVE MAINTENANCE. By Eric Kleinert. Walks you through the preventive maintenance process for residential and commercial HVAC and refrigeration systems. Includes a diagnostic section of common problems, detailed instructions and clear photos and diagrams. Useful icons throughout the book indicate the degree of difficulty for each procedure. 368 pages. McGraw-Hill. Paperback. Pub. at $119.95 $99.95
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Help for the Handyman

3702103 BUILD A SMOKEHOUSE. Packed with practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of country living skills quickly and easily. You'll discover all about smokeing, how to smoke meats and how to build one for yourself in this informative pamphlet. Drawings. 32 pages. $3.95

3885077 THE SELF-SUFFICIENCY BIBLE: From Window Boxes to Smallholdings—Hundreds of Ways to Become Self-Sufficient. By Simon Dawson. Packed with practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of country living skills quickly and easily. You'll discover all about smokeing, how to smoke meats and how to build one for yourself in this informative pamphlet. Drawings. 32 pages. $19.95

METAL LATHES FOR HOME MACHINEISTS. By Merle Henkenius with S. Wilson. SAVE MONEY, time, and energy in performing the many home improvements that you can do yourself, with this handy guide packed with practical information, innovative ideas, and creative projects, each bulletin contains hands-on instructions designed to help you master dozens of country living skills quickly and easily. You'll discover all about smokeing, how to smoke meats and how to build one for yourself in this informative pamphlet. Drawings. 32 pages. $19.95

Hand & Power Tools

589456 TRADITIONAL TOOLSMAKING: The Classic Treatise on Lapping, Threading, Precision Measurements, and General Toolmaking. By Franklin D. Jones. This invaluable reference provides an in-depth look at the skills and techniques that mass-tool manufacturers used in the production of the twentieth century. Includes detailed descriptions, essential mathematical rules and calculations, a number of illustrative figures you need to make straight forming tools, re-flute torn cutters, work on the bench lathe, and more. Illus. 309 pages. $17.95

Plumbing & Electrical

2885727 BLACK + DECKER THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO PLUMBING. 7TH EDITION. By Eric Petersen. The most comprehensive, up-to-date guide to home plumbing. Whether you need to install a new sink, fix a leak, or replace a pipe, this book has the answers. This new edition has been thoroughly updated to ensure that all information conforms to the most recent codes, including the 2018 IAPMO Residential Code. Fully illus. 286 pages. $24.99

Woodworking
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Woodturning Wizardry, Revised Edition. By David Springer. Sphere within spheres, stars within cubes, delicate lattices with no apparent means of support–wood-turners over the centuries have developed a whole range of ornate structures whose shapes seem at first sight to be quite impossible. After introductory chapters on equipment required, wood selection, setting out the work, and turning the basic shapes, there are 11 projects to try. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8 1/4 x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3784975 CHIP CARVING: Geometric Patterns to Draw and Chip Out of Wood. By Tatiana Baldina. Guides you through the process of carving an attractive set of decorative patterns, starting with a practice board and progressing in difficulty. Includes detailed step by step photos, instructions for cutting text, and includes templates and the instructions for the process of transferring them on to the wood. 176 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8 1/4 x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95


★ 2782723 THE HANDY SHOP REFERENCE: Useful Facts and Figures for Every Woodworker. By Tom Begnal. Surveying a wide range of facts and figures for the woodworking facts and figures you need. From calculating wood strength to choosing the right hardware, finish or adhesive for your project, this quick reference compendium provides just what you need to know. 170 pages. Taunton. 8 1/4 x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

★ 2586592 CARVING PINS. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Spring House. 8 x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3791459 LITTLE BOOK OF WOODEN BOXES. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3791404 WOODLAND WHITTLING. By Peter Benson. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. Pub. at $14.95

★ 3782016 THINKING INSIDE THE ROUGHOUT: 28 Caricature Carvers Share Insights. By Bob Taylor. This book guides new and experienced carvers through the creative, carving, and painting process as seen through the insightful eyes of America’s top caricature carvers. Individualized chapters describe the artist’s approach to developing an idea, along with their tips through full-color photos and text. 144 pages. Schiffer. 11x8 1/2. Paperback.

Do-It-Yourself Advice

6812671 LAUNCHERS, LOBBERS, AND ROCKETS ENGINEER: Make 20 Awesome Ballistic Blasters with Ordinary Stuff! Offers 20 deviously designed launchers, launchers, and rockets to add to your arsenal. Look no farther than your kitchen drawer and hardware store for the basic materials to do everything from launch a vintage bike for its frame and parts, measure it all for a perfect fit, and assemble it new parts into a stylish new bike. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99

2943780 HOW TO BUILD A BIKE: A Simple Guide to Making Your Own Ride. By Jenni Gwiazdowski. Teaches you how to select and build a bike, choose the right components, use tools confidently and ace the technical bits to end up with a unique and totally bespoke single-speed bike. A project anyone can do, from small vintage bike for its frame and parts, measure it all for a perfect fit, and assemble it new parts into a stylish new bike. Fully illus. in color. 175 pages. Frances Lincoln. Paperback. Pub. at $23.99
Job Hunting, Resumes & Career Planning

**3787021 AT YOUR BEST AS A PAINTER.** By Juan Carasco. Your playbook for learning if a career as a painter is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master painter and eventually launching your own business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You. Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

**378703X AT YOUR BEST AS A PLUMBER.** By Juan Carasco. Your playbook for learning if a career as a plumber is right for you, progressing from pre-apprentice to journeyman to master plumber and eventually launching your own business. This guide provides the information, recommendations, outside resources, and concrete actions needed for taking the next successful step in You. Inc. 251 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99. *PRICE CUT to $9.95*

---

Collectors’ Advice & Price Guides

**3798007 WHEN WATER LEARNED THE TRICK: A Sherlock Holmes Story.** By Arthur Conan Doyle. An exact replica of a miniature book created for Queen Mary’s Doll’s House by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A 192-page volume is an information booklet on the doll house on display at Windsor Castle, and a transcript of the original story.

**3798017 WHAT MAKES WATSON LEARNED THE TRICK: A Sherlock Holmes Story.** By Arthur Conan Doyle. An exact replica of a miniature book created for Queen Mary’s Doll’s House by Sir Arthur Conan Doyle. A 192-page volume is an information booklet on the doll house on display at Windsor Castle, and a transcript of the original story.

---

Personal Finance

**2790505 TAX-FREE WEALTH, SECOND EDITION: How to Build Massive Wealth by Permanently Lowering Your Taxes.** By Tom Wheelwright. In this informative guide, Wheelwright teaches you in plain English how to use the tax code to make you rich. You’ll learn legal strategies that will help you pay less taxes, why complexity of the tax code is made to help you get rich, how not to fear an audit, and how to use your tax savings to build wealth. 282 pages. RDA. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95. *PRICE CUT to $14.95*


---

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
**Glass, Silver & Jewelry**

- **379427X MILLER’S ENCYCLOPEDIA OF WORLD SILVER MARKS.** Ed. by J. Miller & D. Campbell. Practical, comprehensive, fully cross-referenced and up to date, this resource is an invaluable aid to identifying silverware from around the world. 1,032 pages in two volumes. Fully illus. in color. Oct., 9x12. Publisher: $175.00
- **2971831 GREETINGS FROM DALLAS.** By Karima Parry. Fully illus. in color. 344 pages. Sourcebooks. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95
- **298144J GREETINGS FROM ALBUQUERQUE.** By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. 126 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
- **2981195 PARTNERS IN GLASS.** By D. DuBay & K. Sewall. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95
- **3770257 MYSTO EJECTOR SET NO. 1 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION GUIDE.** Originally invented in 1911 by A.C. Gilbert, the Ejector construction toy was patented. Jim Supica et al. Covers the history of the Ejector, one of the most important and beloved children’s toys of the 20th century. This guide dates from the earliest era of this landmark toy, approximately 1913-17. Fully illus. 9x11¼. Publisher: $19.95
- **378291L THE LLADRO GUIDE: A Collector’s Reference to Retired Lladró Figurines.** By Peggy Rose Whiteneck. This beautifully illustrated reference identifies all known Lladró figurine brand names, differentiates their periods, and offers concise, well-researched addresses to some of the mysteries surrounding Lladró production history, and makes the case for Lladró’s right to a place among the most-celebrated names in the history of fine porcelain. 176 pages. Publisher: $49.95
- **6721478 CAROL BURNETT FIGURINE.** Relive one of the funniest comedy sketches ever brought to the small screen with this intricately detailed, lovingly produced statuette. Standing approximately eight inches tall, it hilariously depicts the wind with the snout of a Lladró figurine. With Carol as Scarlett in the foreground with a curl rod snipped across her shoulders. Produced to the highest quality and artistic standards of The Bradford Exchange, it includes a numbered Certificate of Authenticity. Publisher: $39.95
- **5951753 CHRISTMAS REVISITED.** By Robert Brenner. Illus. in color. 206 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $39.95
- **2795752 WELLER, ROSEVILLE AND RELATED VICTORIAN POTTERY AND TILES.** By B. Waddell, N. Schiffer. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95
- **2981599 CHINA FOR AMERICA: Export Porcelain of the 18th and 19th Centuries.** By Herbert Schiffer et al. Fully illus., some color. 223 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $39.95
- **2975575 SCOTTISH CERAMICS.** By Henry E. Kelly. 207 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $19.95
- **2975653 JAPANESE TOYS: Amusing Playthings from the 1800s.** By Gerhard G. Walter. 143 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $19.95
- **2975124 CLARICE CLIFF & HER CONTEMPORARIES: Character, Coop, Murray, Charlotte Rhead and the Carlton Designers.** By N. Joplin & J.T. Waterworth. Focuses on many of the leading names responsible for the design and manufacture of the Art Deco ceramics produced in England between 1910 and 1939. Offering the first thorough, well-researched work on the history, collection, and craft of the leading names of the period. Over 3,200 figures are illustrated with 2008 values. 272 pages. Schiffer. 11x8½. Publisher: $99.95
- **2975133 COWAN POTTERY AND THE CLEVELAND BROS.** By William C. Gallagher. 224 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11¼. Publisher: $39.95
- **2975295 SCOTTISH PORCELAIN.** By B. Waddell, N. Schiffer. Fully illus. in color. 168 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $24.95
- **2981067 HECTOR BUILDING CONSTRUCTION GUIDE.** Originally invented in 1911 by A.C. Gilbert, the Hector construction toy was patented. It went on to become one of the most important and beloved children’s toys of the 20th century. This guide dates from the earliest era of this landmark toy, approximately 1913-17. Fully illus. 9x11¼. Publisher: $19.95
- **2923388 CHRISTMAS CRACKERS.** Tom Smith’s Magical Invention. By Peter Kinmont. Charts the story of the cracker, from its Victorian origins in London’s East End, through the days of the Empire and on to the present day. It also uncovers the secrets of the “gift” of сезаны. The cracker illustrated volume shows original cracker packaging, trade catalogs and company artwork. 127 pages. ACC Art Books. Publisher: $24.95

---

**Toys & Games**

- **3770257 MYSTO EJECTOR SET NO. 1 BUILDING CONSTRUCTION GUIDE.** Originally invented in 1911 by A.C. Gilbert, the Ejector construction toy was patented. Jim Supica et al. Covers the history of the Ejector, one of the most important and beloved children’s toys of the 20th century. This guide dates from the earliest era of this landmark toy, approximately 1913-17. Fully illus. 9x11¼. Publisher: $19.95
- **298144J GREETINGS FROM ALBUQUERQUE.** By M.L. Martin & N. Wolfgang-Price. 126 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95
- **2981195 PARTNERS IN GLASS.** By D. DuBay & K. Sewall. 160 pages. Schiffer. Pub. at $29.95
- **3969550 TOY CARS OF JAPAN AND HONG KONG.** By Andrew G. Ralston. Color photos. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¾. Publisher: $39.95
- **3969558 JAPANESE TOYS: Amusing Playthings from the Past.** By William C. Gallagher. 224 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. $49.95
- **3758187 BRITAIN’S TOY SOLDIERS: The History and Handbook 1893-2013.** By James Opie. Well illus. in color. 480 pages. Pen & Sword. Pub. at $50.00. Publisher: $24.95
- **275795S A WORLD OF BUS TOYS & MODELS.** By Kurt M. Resch. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $29.95
- **6989322 FLYING MODEL COLLECTIBLES AND ACCESSORIES.** By James C. Johnson. Explores and identifies hundreds of fantastic items related to model aviation. More than 600 color photos illustrate engines, kits, radio control, accessories, books, magazines, and other model aviation memorabilia. Captions include detailed information about size, vintage, and market values. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $29.95
- **2971925 TOY BUILDINGS, 1880-1980.** By P. Cooper & D. Zillner. Provides a history of architecture, in miniature, as seen through a century of children’s toys, including the story of the Sears catalogue mail order company. Illustrated with hundreds of photographs. 160 pages. Fully illus. in color. 222 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95
- **3721957 THE ILLUSTRATED HISTORY OF FIREARMS.** By Jim Supica et al. Covers the subject portative firearms from muskets to machine guns; from dueling pistols to Civil War revolvers, from revolvers to elephant guns; and almost every other type of firearm and accessory, with over 600 illustrations, plus hundreds of data charts and tables of manufacturers, specifications, weights, actions, uses, and other key points of historical significance. 256 pages. Fully illus. in color. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $49.95
- **3794126 WEE WILLIE WINKLE’S THOUSAND AND ONE NIGHT.** By Jane H. Watkins. 160 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95
- **6989322 FLYING MODEL COLLECTIBLES AND ACCESSORIES.** By James C. Johnson. Explores and identifies hundreds of fantastic items related to model aviation. More than 600 color photos illustrate engines, kits, radio control, accessories, books, magazines, and other model aviation memorabilia. Captions include detailed information about size, vintage, and market values. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $29.95
- **6989322 FLYING MODEL COLLECTIBLES AND ACCESSORIES.** By James C. Johnson. Explores and identifies hundreds of fantastic items related to model aviation. More than 600 color photos illustrate engines, kits, radio control, accessories, books, magazines, and other model aviation memorabilia. Captions include detailed information about size, vintage, and market values. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $29.95
- **6989322 FLYING MODEL COLLECTIBLES AND ACCESSORIES.** By James C. Johnson. Explores and identifies hundreds of fantastic items related to model aviation. More than 600 color photos illustrate engines, kits, radio control, accessories, books, magazines, and other model aviation memorabilia. Captions include detailed information about size, vintage, and market values. 192 pages. Schiffer. 8¾x11¼. Publisher: $29.95
**2810147 HOMER AND THE HOLIDAY MIRACLE.** By Gwen Cooper. Homer, the world renowned blind wonder cat, returns with an in-spur-ational tale of holiday cheer. The heroic blind cat proves, once and for all, that hope and love aren't things you see with your eyes. You see them with your heart. Humorous and heartwarming, this story is the perfect holiday treat for every cat lover.

- **Price:** $9.99
- **Pages:** 104
- **Publisher:** BenBella

**2862364 SMART ASS: How a Donkey Challenged His True Nature & Rediscovered My Own.** By Mel C. Miskimen. At turns hilarious and heartbreaking, this story will touch the souls of dog lovers everywhere, and speak to anyone who has ever connected with them so they've lost, as well as the loved ones dealing with good byes. 285 pages, Sourcebooks.

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**8975208 WILL'S RED COAT: The Story of One Old Dog Who Chose to Live Again.** By Tom Ryan. LARGE PRINT EDITION. The story of Will, an elderly, deaf, and nearly blind dog filled with anger and pain who is adopted by Tom. With endless patience, Tom nurtures Will into thriving, happy, and loveable dog, inspiring people with his courage, resilience, and renewed heart. A moving true story of love and second chances. 16 pages of color photos. 338 pages. HarperLuxe. Paperbound. Pub. at $25.95

- **Price:** $12.95
- **Publisher:** HarperLuxe

---

**2965267 LESSONS FROM TARA: Life Advice from the World’s Most Brilliant Dog.** By David Rosenfelt. Through Tara—and many other dogs—he has saved over the years—Rosenfelt learned about dating, about being truly happy, about standing up for what you believe in, and about the power of love and friendship. Beautifully illustrated, this is a story of inspiration for everyone. 227 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $12.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**2841797 THE GOOD LUCK CAT: How a Cat Saved a Family, and a Family Saved a Cat.** By Lissa Warren. When Lisa Warren’s father needed a companion, Ting, a sassy little cat, entered that family's life and changed everything. Less than a year after her father’s death, Warren faced another tragedy. The living feline extension of the father she missed so much became a family's own. SHOPWORN. 243 pages. Lyons.

- **Price:** $9.99
- **Publisher:** Lyons

---

**4139153 SUSIE’S SENIOR DOGS.** By Erin Stanton. The viral social media sensation Susie’s Senior Dogs has amassed millions of views as it advocates for the adoption of elderly dogs. In this heartwarming volume, SSD’s owner shares the touching collection of ‘happily ever after’ adoption stories for our oldest and dearest canine pals. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Price: $14.95

- **Price:** $14.95
- **Publisher:** LifeWorks

---

**2889048 RESCUE ROAD: One Man, Thirty Thousand Dogs, and a Million Miles on the Last Hope Highway.** By Peter Zheutlin. The extraordinary story of one man who has driven more than one million miles to rescue thousands of dogs from hunger, abuse, and neglect and given them a second chance at life and love. An inspiring account of the unique bond between dogs and humans, and how going the extra mile can make a life-changing difference for these dogs and for us. 236 pages. Sourcebooks.

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**2973189 BE THE PERSON YOUR DOG THINKS YOU ARE.** By C.J. Frick. For dog owners and dog lovers everywhere, a humorous, heartfelt and fully illustrated title that shows us that even when we feel at our worst, our dogs still think we’re the best, so start acting like it! FlatIron Books. Pub. at $19.99

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** FlatIron Books

---

**2868320 CLAW: THE SYSTEM: Poems from the Cat Uprising.** By Francesco Marciuliano. The cats have had full voice to their uprising with poems of protest such as It was Time, Universal Language, and Us Not You. So support the feline revolution today with the poems on their cause or sleep in Peaceful Paws as they take over the bed. Well illus. in color. 102 pages. Andrews McMeel. at $16.99

- **Price:** $7.95
- **Publisher:** Andrews McMeel

---

**2889129 SMART ASS: How a Donkey Challenged His True Nature & Rediscovered My Own.** By Mel C. Miskimen. At turns hilarious and heartbreaking, this story will touch the souls of dog lovers everywhere, and speak to anyone who has ever connected with them so they’ve lost, as well as the loved ones dealing with good byes. 285 pages, Sourcebooks.

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**30081XX LARA THE RUNAWAY CAT.** By Maria Goodavage. Lara was stairs stray dog from China moves into the Leonard family. Lara’s not sure what to make of her. Lara dreams about the day she can go outdoors and discover new things but if Lara’s way of thinking gets the better of her as she takes a leap into the unknown and is forced to decide between her family and her need to experience an adventure. 278 pages. HarperPaperback. at $19.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** HarperPaperback

---


- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** National Geographic

---

**6675757 THE STREET CAT NAMED BOB: And How He Saved My Life.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6684459 ARTHUR: The Dog Who Crossed the Jungle to Find a Home.** By Mikel Lindnord. Illus. in color. 275 pages. Gryphonstreet. Pub. at $24.95

- **Price:** $17.95
- **Publisher:** Gryphonstreet

---

**6677593 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB: And How He Saved My Life.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6752159 THE DOG WHO CROSSED THE JUNGLE TO FIND A HOME.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6576214 CLOSE ENCOUNTERS OF THE FURRED KIND.** By Tom Cox. Photo images. 242 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6877087 MY PATIENTS LIKE TREATS: Tales from a House-Call Veterinarian.** By Duncan MacEwan. 222 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $22.95

- **Price:** $13.95
- **Publisher:** Skyhorse

---

**6942857 HAPPILY EVER ESTHER: Two Men, a Wonder Pig, and Their Life-Changing Mission to Give Animals a Home.** By Steve Jenkins et al. Color photos. 228 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $27.00

- **Price:** $7.95
- **Publisher:** Grand Central

---

**3693244 THE DOGIST PUDDIES.** By gunslinger. The dogist's singular eye and sensibility to photographing puppies from birth to age one. Friedman, aka the Dogist, captures that essence in Vivid Faces of a dogie, love and little furry bodies we adore. It is a celebration of puppies of all kinds and breeds! Well illus. in color. 304 pages. Artisan. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** Artisan

---

**6677593 SSD: THE DOG WHO CROSSED THE JUNGLE TO FIND A HOME.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6962291 MIRACLE.** By John Bradshaw. Illus. in color. 360 pages. Basic. Print Trade Ed. at $24.95

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** Basic

---

**6709031 HOW THE WHISKEY CATS PROTESTED THE WAR.** By Mel C. Miskimen. At turns hilarious and heartbreaking, this story will touch the souls of dog lovers everywhere, and speak to anyone who has ever connected with them so they’ve lost, as well as the loved ones dealing with good byes. 285 pages, Sourcebooks.

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**6777693 A CAT SAVED A FAMILY.** By Lisa Warren. 200 pages. Sourcebooks. at $15.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**6768407 DOGS VS. THEIR OWNERS: And How They've Lost, as Well as the Loved Ones.** By Mel C. Miskimen. At turns hilarious and heartbreaking, this story will touch the souls of dog lovers everywhere, and speak to anyone who has ever connected with them so they’ve lost, as well as the loved ones dealing with good byes. 285 pages, Sourcebooks.

- **Price:** $15.99
- **Publisher:** Sourcebooks

---

**6776693 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB: And How He Saved My Life.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---

**6776693 A STREET CAT NAMED BOB: And How He Saved My Life.** By James Bowen. 310 pages. St. Martin’s. at $24.99

- **Price:** $9.95
- **Publisher:** St. Martin’s

---


- **Price:** $7.95
- **Publisher:** Basic
Your Pets in Pictures

**305800X THE YORKIE DIARIES.** By Melissa Sovey. Ever wonder what's really going on inside those pretty little Yorkshire Terrier heads? A lot more than most of us imagine! This adorable compilation of some of the private Yorkie files, alongside beautiful color photos, will enlighten and entertain the Yorkiephile in you. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3057836 PUG MUGS: Juvenile Delinquents.** They may be small, round, and sweet, but the mugs on these Pugs can't always be believed. Hidden beneath the big eyes and innocent-looking faces often lurks a Pug who has wandered to the wrong side of the tracks. Here is a collection of Pug mug-shots—caught in the act of their pimply crimes! Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**202444X ADVENTURES WITH FLINT THE FABULOUS POMERIAN.** By Robin Yu. The film star turned author shares in his own surprisingly modest words what it's like to be the world's most super-adorable dog. Fully illustrated. Willow Creek. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

**209815X CATS IN SWEATERS.** By Howard Imber, Sean and the Kinness of Ivy, Willie, Little T, and the whole gang of charming felines featured in this “aww”-inspiring photo collection. Each color photo captures an adorable cat in a unique sweater, with cat-related play Baskerville lovable kitty attitude. 82 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $9.99 $3.95

**378844X WHAT LABS TEACH US... By Andrew Grant.** If you've ever wanted to know what your beloved Labrador retriever knows, you have to learn to teach: they have an admirable, innate understanding of the joys and simplicities of life that makes everyone around them happier. This collection of beautiful images convey these lessons to help us understand the gift of being alive. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3044610 101 USES FOR A YORKIE.** Marvel at this collection of 101 full-color photos of these energetic dogs performing daily tasks ranging from alarm, food critic, dishwasher, moist towelette, and many more. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3049124 JACK RASCALS.** By Bonnie Louise Kuchler. Not an instruction manual, not an owner’s guide, not even a training handbook. Instead, Jack Russell Terrier owners can enjoy ninety-six pages of frolicking fun and full-color photographs while gaining new insights into the plucky and lovable JRT breed. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**3057844 PUG PRINCIPLES: Celebrating the Canine Credo.** A delightful “learn by example” guide for us human-folk using thoughtful and clever quotes and dazzling Pug photographs. By following the Pug Principles, you’ll be able to enjoy life’s simple pleasures to the fullest. Willow Creek. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

**690954X POUCHE.** By Seth Castell. An adorable, funny new collection of portraits showing cats and kittens as they jump through the photos legs -outstretched—all in Castell’s signature up-close, midaction style. Little. Brown. 10 1/8x 8 5/8. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

**198 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $15.99 $3.95

**2991470 DOGS UNLEASHED: Adventures With Our Best Friends.** By Orvis. These beautiful photographs portray the spirit, adventure, and the singularly incomparable bond that has captivated humans and dogs for thousands of years. With these captivating images, this volume conveys there is no journey taken alone that is as satisfying as the same path in the company of a dog. 108 pages. Lyons. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

**691555X THE CAT: Artlist Collection.** This collection offers all over these 150 color photos, featuring all of the most popular cat breeds in positions so playful, cuddly, and adorable that they almost seem to come right off the page. 128 pages. Carlton.

**2026725 CATS: 500 Purr-fect Portraits By Brenda Daly.** Michelle Perkins. This stunning volume collects over 500 adorable photos of a large range of cats, and a wide variety of their favorite activities, from lazy naps in the sun to inquisitive looks at home and work. So relax and de-stress while you look at these laugh out loud images. 128 pages. Amherst Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

**3049132 JUST CATS.** By Karen Anderson. An intimate portrait of someone who never has and always mysterious Felis catus. From the pampered Persian luxuriating in a Manhattan apartment to the plain tabby mousing a Montana ranch, here are over 150 beautiful and endearing photographs of our favorite pet. 142 pages. Willow Creek. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

**2956502 ROVER.** By Andrew Grant. Features 360 of Grant’s most appealing photographs of dogs, all captured by state of the art equipment and all are truly the most beautiful dog pictures you will ever see. Over the course of six years, he has raised nearly $2 million for shelter dogs through his photographic project and the sale of his limited edition books. 414 pages. Firefly. ISBN: 11 1/4x7 3/4. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**589137X SHAKE CATS.** By Carl Davidson. Features a collection of photographs of more than sixty cats—adorable—and improbable! These downright hilarious photographs are sure to keep you turning the page for more. 144 pages. HarperDesign. 8 1/8x 7 7/8. PRICE CUT to $2.95

**3703080 UNDER DOGS.** By Andrulis Burba. This heartwarming and unique look at man’s best friend, with striking photos of dogs taken from below, is by turns surprising and hilarious—providing readers with a little-seen view of the pets we love. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $11.95

Encyclopedias & Almanacs

**2069970 THE CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 2019.** This comprehensive guide offers complete and up-to-date information on the world’s nations. Packaged with data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2017, it also includes appendixes with useful information. A must have resource for students, journalists, travelers, and business people. 1130 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95 $6.95

**3751244 THE NEWISH JEWISH ENCYCLOPEDIA: From Abraham to Zabar’s and Everything in Between.** By Stephanie Butnick et al. Deeply knowing, highly entertaining, and yes, just a little bit irreverent, this fascinating encyclopedia of all things Jewish and Jew-ish covers culture, religion, history, habits, language, and much more. Includes hundreds of photos, charts, infographics, and illustrations. 318 pages. Artisan. Pub. at $36.00 $26.95

**2938227 THE CIA WORLD FACTBOOK 2017.** From Afghanistan to Zimbabwe, this reference offers complete and up-to-date information on the world’s nations. Packaged with data on the politics, populations, military expenditures, and economics of 2016. 1078 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.99 $9.95


Other Reference Titles


**3689063 2020 THIS DAY IN HISTORY CALENDAR.** For history lovers and trivia buffs alike, this day by day record of the extraordinary happenings throughout the ages includes fascinating photographs that will delight all. Runs from January to December. 12 pages. Sourcebooks. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**3681861 LLEWELLYN’S DRAGON CALENDAR.** Spectacular dragons will bring you exhilarating opportunities and thrilling challenges all year long. These marvelous creatures, with great power and grace, encourage you to be bold and take the success. This 12 month calendar showcases clever dragons, ferocious wyverns, and more. Calendar runs January 2020 to December 2020. Llewellyn. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

**3680650 2020 NURSES CALENDAR.** Features feisty captions paired with archetypal black and white nursing photos. After all, a good sense of humor remains as vital as ever, and these individuals who chose nursing as a career. Runs September 2019 to December 2020. Andrews McMeel. 12x12. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95
6856950 LEADERS OF THE PACK: Starr, Favre, Rodgers, and Why Green Bay's Quarterback Trio Is the Best in NFL History. By Rob Reischel. Trace the history of all three players, understanding what it means to be a Packers quarterback both on and off the field, and the ways in which they've left their mark on the team. In their own words, Starr, Favre, and Rodgers explain what playing for the Packers and being part of their remarkable quarterback legacy has meant to them. Photos. 238 pages. Triumph. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $3.95


6906710 DRIVING MR. YOGI. By Harvey Braisky. Through the years, Yogi Berra was known for his laid-back style, off-the-cuff humor, and endless stream of colorful sayings. But the man behind the mischievous curves was a fierce competitor with an ironclad work ethic and an unshakable will to win. In this new biography, Harvey Braisky uncovers the story of the man behind the legend. Photos. 224 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

6895433 STRANGERS IN THE BRONX: DiMaggio, Mantle, and the Changing of the Yankee Guard. By Andrew O'Toole. Rare is the athlete who captures the imagination of a generation. But the legendary New York Yankees of the 1950s, led by Joe DiMaggio and Mickey Mantle, were much more. With their successes and struggles, as well as their failures, the Yankees became the face of the team and the symbol of America's pastime. Photos. 234 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

7030436 THE FARMERS' GAME: Baseball in Rural America. By David Vought. In the early 20th century, baseball was a part of everyday rural life. But how did it develop and what role did it play in the lives of those who played it? In this book, David Vought explores the history of baseball in rural America, examining the games played in small towns, the unique rules and customs that developed, and the lasting impact of the sport on rural communities. Photos. 283 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $25.95 $9.95

3791289 OFF SPEED: Baseball, Pitching, and the Art of Deception. By Terry McDermott. Approaching his subject with the love every fan brings to the park and the expertise of a former major league pitcher, McDermott brings us a fascinating look at one of the most valued yet least understood skills in baseball. Photos. 191 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

3796570 GUTS AND GENIUS: The Story of Three Unlikely Coaches Who Gave Football the ‘50s. By Ron Glauber. In interviews with more than 150 players, coaches, family members, and friends, Glauber digs into the careers of three men who overcame their own insecurities and doubts to build Hall of Fame legacies that transformed their generation and continue to impact today’s NFL. 306 pages. Grand Central. Pub. at $28.00 $9.95

2949895 PEYTON MANNING: The Last Boomer. By Terry萄etwork. By Terry McDermott. Approaching his subject with the love every fan brings to the park and the expertise of a former major league pitcher, McDermott brings us a fascinating look at one of the most valued yet least understood skills in baseball. Photos. 191 pages. Pantheon. Pub. at $23.95 $6.95

3754410 THE NEW YORK METS ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3RD EDITION. By Peter C. Bjarkman. Discover in-depth knowledge on more than 100 of the greatest Mets in team history. Join them and relive the most exhilarating postseason moments since the team’s inception, with full coverage of the results and in-game description from the 2006 World Series Championship. 333 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95

1653810 AMERICA'S CUBAN MILITARY CAMPAIGNS: From 1898 to 2003. By Ab Yellin et al. Since the Cuban Crisis of 1962, Cuba has become an increasingly important force in world affairs. This book examines the history of Cuba’s military campaigns from 1898 to 2003, including the Spanish-American War, the Spanish-Cuban War, the U.S. intervention in the Cuban Revolution, and the Cuban Missile Crisis. 472 pages. Rowman & Littlefield. Pub. at $14.95 $3.95

3954690 HOW TO LIVE IN THE WOODS: Expert Advice on Planning, Outfitting, & Managing a Camping Expedition. By Homer Halsted. Outlines all the essential equipment and clothing you need to be prepared for anything that may come your way on a camping trip. Photos. 172 pages. Dover. Pub. at $10.95 $8.95

3734838 TO LEAD A LIFE OF YOUR OWN: How to Live in the Woods. By John Muir. A classic work on the art of living in the woods, this book provides guidance on the basic principles of natural living and a wealth of practical advice for anyone interested in living a more simple and sustainable life. 332 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3697940 POPULAR MACHINES WHY A CURVABALL CURVES. Ed. by Frank Vizgardi. A collection from the Popular Mechanics, contributors like Chicago Cubs manager Lou Pinelli, Olympic swim coach Bob Bowman, former pilot and flight instructor, others focus on the scientific lens on athletic achievement, explaining the biology, chemistry and physics behind the winning stroke, hit, kick or dive. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95


281546X HANK GREENBERG IN 1938: Battling Nazis and the Red Scare. By Ron Kaplan. As WWII raged, “Hammerin’” Hank Greenberg triumphed in the MLB, despite anti-Semitic sentiment behind the scenes. This book chronicles the events of 1938, both on the diamond and in the streets of Europe, when Jews across the U.S. turned to Greenberg’s rise as a symbol of hope. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

2906002 I’M FASCINATED BY SACRIFICE FLIES: Inside the Game We All Love. By Tim Kurkjian. Kurkjian explains the fear factor in the game and what it feels like to get hit by a pitch. He examines the game’s superstitions, unveils the unwritten rules of the game; explains why a pitcher would bear his own teammate; and describes the time he was challenged by a baseball legend to a battle to the death in this humorous look at baseball. 252 pages. Triumph. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

2072299 KNUCKLE BALL: The History of the Unhittable Pitch. By Lew Freedman. Including interviews with a collection of knuckleball fighters, this book tells the story of one of the most elusive pitches in baseball and the fighters and trainers whose dreams of glory are forged in them. 214 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $32.95 $4.95

2858444 LEGENDS OF THE DALLAS COWBOYS: Tom Landry, Troy Aikman, Emmitt Smith, and Other Cowboys Stars. By Cody Monk. Takes an in-depth look at the Cowboys’ heroes, who have shaped the Cowboys’ identity, beginning with Tom Landry, the man who was hired before Murchison had been awarded a team and including players like Troy Aikman, Emmitt Smith, and Michael Irvin. Photos. 335 pages. Kent State. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95

2945363 KNUCKLEBALL: The History of the Unhittable Pitch. By Lew Freedman. Including interviews with a collection of knuckleball fighters, this book tells the story of one of the most elusive pitches in baseball and the fighters and trainers whose dreams of glory are forged in them. 214 pages. Johns Hopkins. Pub. at $32.95 $4.95

2945150 CUBS BY THE NUMBERS, REVISED. By Al Yellin et al. Since the Chicago Cubs first adopted uniformed numbers, the team has handed out only 77 numbers to more than 1,500 players. That’s a lot of overlap! It also makes for a lot of good stories. Telling the stories for every Cub since ’32, these biographies help trace the history of baseball’s most beloved team in a new way. Photos. 368 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $19.95 $4.95

2995985 SHADOW BOXERS: Sweat, Sacrifice & the Will to Survive in American Boxing Dynasties. By John Gattuso. With 175 photographs and 20 essays, this is a portrait of boxing gyms in all their glorious chaos and a tribute to the fighters and trainers whose dreams of glory are forged in them. 174 pages. Stone Creek. 12/19/a9. Pub. at $39.95 $7.95

2972948 THE CINCINNATI REDS. By Lee Allen. First published in 1948, Allen’s history of the Reds chronicles each season since the franchise emerged as the 1882 American Association pennant and the 1919 and 1940 National League pennants and World Series championships, including the infamous Chicago White Sox scandal. 315 pages. Kent State. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.00 $13.95

2954690 TO LEAD A LIFE OF YOUR OWN: How to Live in the Woods. By John Muir. A classic work on the art of living in the woods, this book provides guidance on the basic principles of natural living and a wealth of practical advice for anyone interested in living a more simple and sustainable life. 332 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $19.95 $7.95

3954410 THE NEW YORK METS ENCYCLOPEDIA, 3RD EDITION. By Peter C. Bjarkman. Discover in-depth knowledge on more than 100 of the greatest Mets in team history. Join them and relive the most exhilarating postseason moments since the team’s inception, with full coverage of the results and in-game description from the 2006 World Series Championship. 333 pages. Sports Publishing. Pub. at $34.99 $19.95

See more titles at erhbc.com/815
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2941945  THE VOYAGES OF CAPTAIN JAMES COOK: The Illustrated Accounts of Three Epic Voyages. Ed. by Nicholas Thomas. 320 pages. V. 8/10/14. Pub. at $40.00. $14.95


6906419  ALL STRANGERS ARE KIN: Adventures in Arabic and the Arab World. By Zora O’Neill. 318 pages. HMH. Pub. at $25.00. $3.95


2990636  NORTHLAND: A 4,000-Mile Journey Along America’s Forgotten Border. By Porter Fox. The author spent three years exploring 4,000 miles of the border between Maine and Washington, traveling by canoe, freighter, car, and foot. Fox blends a deeply reported and beautifully written story of the region’s history with a riveting account of his travels. 247 pages. Norton. Paperbound. P. at $16.95. $12.95

2793533  500 THINGS TO EAT BEFORE IT’S TOO LATE AND THE VERY BEST PLACES TO EAT THEM. By Jonathan Gold. 326 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. P. at $18.95. $12.95

2978080  BERLITZ RUSSIA POCKET GUIDE, FOURTH EDITION. By Robin McKie. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need to see, what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Russia. Color photos. 144 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. P. at $8.99. $3.95

3748182  BERLITZ ITALY POCKET GUIDE, TENTH EDITION. By J. Allman & P. Schultz. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need to see, what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in Italy. Color photos. 144 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. P. at $8.99. $3.95

3740319  MOON MINNEAPOLIS & ST. PAUL. By Tricia Cornell. Experience the life of the cities in the best neighborhoods; see the Spoonbridge and Cherry sculpture at Rice Park; check out the sliding drinks down a glassed cocktail at the Marvel Bar; and make excursions to Stillwater, Duluth, and Lake Superior’s North Shore with this guide that includes detailed maps. 318 pages. Travel. Paperbound. P. at $17.95. $11.95

3748383  BERLITZ LONDON POCKET GUIDE, ELEVENTH EDITION. By Lesley Logan. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need to see, what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in London. Color photos. 143 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. P. at $8.99. $3.95

3748383  BERLITZ LONDON POCKET GUIDE, ELEVENTH EDITION. By Lesley Logan. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need to see, what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in London. Color photos. 143 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. P. at $8.99. $3.95

3748383  BERLITZ LONDON POCKET GUIDE, ELEVENTH EDITION. By Lesley Logan. This pocket-sized portable guide is packed with all the information you need to see, what to do; cultural tips; and practical advice on where to stay, dining out, and how to get around in London. Color photos. 143 pages. Berlitz. Paperbound. P. at $8.99. $3.95
17x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $12.95


**GRUMPY CAT’S DOT-TO-DOT BOOK.** Connect the dots to form the outline of Grumpy Cat’s face, body fur and more. Once you’ve formed these intricate illustrations, you can fill them in with your own color choices. Features forty black and white images to fill and color, perforated pages as well as an answer key. Racehorse. 8½x10¾. Paperbound. Pub. at $3.95

**CHALLENGING TWISTERS.** By Fred Coughlin. Whether you are looking to practice your critical thinking skills or you just want to keep your mind sharp, these puzzles will provide a challenge. It’s a great way to work out your working memory lobes—and you’ll have fun in the process. Includes 100 logic and number puzzles. Solutions provided. 116 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**NIGHT Tof THE PARTY PLACEMATS.** Ilus. 130 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95

**MAGIC: Clear & Concise Explanations of Classic Illusions.** By Eli Kamerlingh Onnes. A republication of the work originally published in 1903. From little table tricks to grand illusions, this how-to guide by a famed performer and author offers clear explanations of every aspiring magician with more than 200 popular illusions accompanied by explanations. Illus. 304 pages. Dover. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**379171 SINISTER SUDOKU.** By Frank Longo. Provides a slightly harder twist to the best, most proficient experts, starting with advanced puzzles, then moving on to Sudoko that could crush even the most stalwart of solvers. Solutions included. 192 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**THE GREAT BOOK OF SUDOKU.** A bomber crop of more than 250 Sudoku! A real treat for fans of all levels of ability, from beginner to expert. Solutions included. 304 pages. Sirius. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

**DAY OF THE DEAD: Incredible Puzzles to Stimulate Your Brain.** By Frank Longo. These 30 extreme challenges each include more than 400 color-coded numbered points and will test your mental agility, focus and concentration. Connect the dots to reveal lush landscapes, detailed illustrations, and even the pencil of a famous Mexican artist to finish your art. 80 pages. Apple. 8½x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $6.95

**HAPPY HOLIDAYS: Dot-to-Dot in Colour.** These three holiday spirit with this collection of 90 numbered dots, yielding a fully detailed illustration of a snowman, elves, presents, decorated trees, and other holiday themes. 96 pages. Dover. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

**ABSOLUTELY NASTY DOT-TO-DOT, LEVEL 1.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Take a break from the nasty world with these meditative and accessible dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing pictures of landscapes, activities and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95

**TERIFIC DOT-TO-DOT PUZZLES.** By Conceptis Puzzles. You’ll find more than 900 challenging and engaging puzzles, including Azul, Cadenomas, Diabetes, Dungeons & Dragons, and more;photographed drawings to show how to set up the puzzles, along with information about hundreds of new expansion options to add a spark to some of your old favorites. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99

**ABSOLUTELY NASTY DOT-TO-DOT, LEVEL 2.** By Conceptis Puzzles. Dive into the pesky world with these demanding and achievable dot-to-dot puzzles, revealing pictures of landscapes, activities and more. Solutions provided. 160 pages. Puzzlewright. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95

**Dungeons & Dragons: The Very Best One-Die Mysteries & Brain Teasers.** By S. Silverthorne & J. Warner. Sharpen your sleuthing skills with these super brain strainers! Put on your detective hat and prepare to solve the best mysteries the game of D&D has to offer. Each collection of crazy conundrums will keep you guessing until the final page and provide hours of entertainment for detectives of all ages. Solutions provided. Well Illus. 169 pages. Harvest House. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99

**THE LITERARY BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite—ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from the world’s most compelling literature. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99

**THE MOVIE BOOK OF ANSWERS.** By Carol Bolt. An updated edition of the bestselling divination tool and party favorite. Ask a yes or no question, open the volume, and discover your answer in the form of quotations from well-known movies. Hachette. Pub. at $19.99

**PUZZLELOPEDEA.** Robert Laighton et al. This is the A-Z collection of more than 200 quirky, brain bending, endlessly fun, and unusually unique puzzles. All you need are a sharp pencil and some patience. Solve word searches with zany themes, crosswords, spot the mistake, code breaking, oxfords, palindromes, and other brain benders. Solutions provided. 278 pages. Workman. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

**THE EVERYTHING TABLETOP GAMES BOOK.** By Bebo. You’ll find more than 400 of today’s most popular tabletop games, including Azul, Codenames, Dominion, Dungeons & Dragons, and more;photographed drawings to show how to set up the games, along with information about hundreds of new expansion options to add a spark to some of your old favorites. 320 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.99
Crosswords & Word Games

★ 3745333 100 GARDEN PATH CROSSWORDS. By Thomas Joseph. Whether you're finishing up a stroll down a garden path or hanging back indoors for a while, these crosswords that are light, breezy and easy. Solutions included. 128 pages. Puzzlewright. Paperback. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95

★ 2910233 THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLE OMNIBUS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Experience the thrill of blazing through The Times' easiest crosswords! Here are 200 of the best, with solutions provided. 200 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99 $12.95

★ 2955653 THE NEW YORK TIMES MONDAY THROUGH FRIDAY EASY TO MEDIUM CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. Serious solvers know that the puzzles in The New York Times get harder as the week goes on. Friday to Monday, 200 easy to medium difficult Friday puzzle, this collection is sure to challenge you with each passing day. Can you make it all the way to the end of the week? Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 37021 THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF WEDNESDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. On the fence? You must be a Wednesday crossword puzzle solver! This collection of not too easy but not too hard puzzles from The New York Times will get you through the midweek slump in no time. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95

★ 37352011 THE NEW YORK TIMES HARDEST CROSSWORD PUZZLES, VOLUME 4. Ed. by Will Shortz. Are you up for the challenge? These Friday and Saturday puzzles are put to the test. The New York Times' favorite puzzle of the week, and this collection has 50 of them! Do you have what it takes? Solutions included. 50 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11, Spiralbound. Pub at $14.95 $9.95

★ 29526 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Never one to pass up a challenge? Then you're the perfect match for this collection of 50 tough Friday crossword puzzles. Start your weekend off right! Solutions included. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 29529 THE NEW YORK TIMES I LOVE SATURDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. You know you're unique if Thursday puzzles are your favorites. Well known as the trickiest, most fun-filled puzzles of the week, here are the Sunday edition. Forget about it? Relax and unwind–or get totally energized with 50 of America's favorite puzzles. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 2800901 THE NEW YORK TIMES GREATEST HITS OF SUNDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Why are Saturdays the best? If you're a New York Times crossword puzzle solver, it's because for you, Saturday is the toughest puzzle in the bunch! But you don't have to wait till the weekend with this collection. Includes solutions. 100 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95

★ 3746453 THE NEW YORK TIMES SUPER SUNDAY CROSSWORD, VOLUME 2. Ed. by Will Shortz. Relax and unwind or get totally energized, with 50 of America's favorite puzzles, with bigger, easier to read clues. Solutions provided. 60 pages. St. Martin's. 8x11. Spiralbound. Pub. at $11.99 $8.95


★ 2999013 THE NEW YORK TIMES GREAT HITS OF FRIDAY CROSSWORD PUZZLES. Ed. by Will Shortz. Crossword solvers know the Tuesday New York Times puzzles are tougher than the Monday puzzles, but still easier to solve than the Friday. Trouble reaching for the migraine medication? This collection is just what the doctor ordered. Solutions provided. 100 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

★ 3707369 THE NEW YORK TIMES RED HOT CROSSWORDS. Ed. by Will Shortz. Get ready for some spicy solving with these 75 easy to challenging puzzles. Solutions included. 75 pages. St. Martin's. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 $5.95


SOLD OUT 3719081 SCRABBLE ULTIMATE WORD SEARCH CHALLENGE. Ed. by Jeff Ashworth. Boost your brain with this collection of more than 140 word search puzzles packed with mad Scrabble words of last. SCRABBLE words, so you're improving your game knowledge too. Solutions provided. 320 pages. Media Lab Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Humor

3149005 S’TOTHER: The Story of a Man, His Mom, and the Thousands of Allotedge Insane Letters She’s Mailed Him. By Adam Chernett. The author is the son of a very loving mom who, for almost thirty years, has peppered his life with unsolicited advice, news updates, and long, long letters in the form of gigantic, garish, embarrassing, and utterly crazy letters. A very funny memoir based on these correspondences. Illus. 170 pages. Abrams. Pub. at $15.95 $3.95

374412 IN DOG YEARS I’M DEAD. By Growing Old (Dis)Gracefully, By Carol Lynn Pearson. This humorous collection of quips is for that vast half of humanity who realize they are on the inevitable road to aging and know that sharing laughter with friends is one of the best ways to live until you die. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $9.95


5938856 LIVE RIGHT AND FIND FLEXIBILITY (ALTHOUGH BEER IS MUCH FASTER). By Lessons and Other Fast Facts from Dave Barry. During the course of living (mumble, mumble) years, Barry has learned much wisdom, and he is eager to pass it on to the next generation of know-it-alls. In this uproarious funny examination of what one generation can teach another, Dave truths to his grandson and to his daughter. 227 pages. Columbia. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95

5741610 ELECTED! PRESIDENT TRUMP PARODY. By T. Connor & J. Downey. Follow President Trump on his historic, world-altering journey from the cradle to The Donald to the Oval Office. This is an inaugural and wildly hilarious collection of TrumpTimeMagazine. President Trump promises to re-make America in his own image. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Grand Central. 8x10½. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95

3701727 A DIE HARD CHRISTMAS: The Illustrated Holiday Classic. By Doogie Horner, Illus. by J.J. Harrison. From the author of the best selling Christmas movie of all time, and now you can enjoy the timeless tale in this whimsical storybook for all ages. All ages. $7.95

2827440 THE LIT TLE BOOK OF WHISKEY. By Rachael M. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.95


6961230 HEY RANGER! True Tales of Roy Rogers to Will Rogers, Gene Autry to John Wayne. Cowboys have always been a part of America’s professional life, and America’s heartwarming cautionary tale informs the reader with amusing insight into the lives of these American icons. 299 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99


3697734 I NEED A LIFEGUARD EVERYWHERE BUT THE POOL. By L. Scultoline & F. Serritella. The mother-daughter team returns with a new collection of funny and reliable true stories in which they confront modern wives and husbands like Lisa and Francesca as they regret drink-shopping on-line, try smell-dating, and explore the freedom of a hiatus from men. $12.95

3752917 A FIELD GUIDE TO THE JEWISH PEOPLE. By Dave Barry et al. Combining the sweetness of an apricot rugelach with the wisdom of a matzah ball, this is the last remnant of Jewish culture you will ever need. So gather up your chosen ones, open a bottle of Manischewitz, and get ready to laugh as you finally begin to understand the other workings of Judaism. $7.95

6912893 LET THERE BE LAUGHTER: A Treasury of Great Jewish Humor and What It All Means. By Michael Krasny. This wise, enlightening, and hilarious volume not only contains the most delightful collection of jokes ever written down from generation to generation but explains the cultural expressions and anxieties behind the laughs. 279 pages. Morrow. Pub. at $19.99 $4.95

2893285 WHEN YOU ARE ENGULFED IN FLAMES. By David Sedaris. The author takes the mundane of everyday life and transforms it into bizarre scenarios. This collection of 22 hilarious essays will have you chuckle at life and its absurdities. Tales of escape from the flames (Keeping Up); The Understudy; Buddy Can You Spare a Tie? In the Waiting Room; and more. 324 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $16.00 $4.95

370277X LET’S EXPLORE DIABETES WITH WILLY. By David Sedaris. Whether railing against the habits of Little League coaches in the English countryside or mauling over a disembodied human arm in a taxidermist’s shop, Sedaris takes us on side-splitting adventures that will not be forgotten. 259 pages. Little, Brown. Paperback. Pub. at $8.00 $3.95

3718537 EVERYTHING IS THE IS A BOOK FOR PEOPLE WHO JUST CAN’T. By Rachael Mt. Pleasant. The struggle is real. life is hard, everyone sucks, blah blah blah (and drinking) helps, and so does this collection of illustrations that actually say what most of us think everyday. 92 pages. Workman. Pub. at $12.95 $4.95

227507X THE LITTLE BOOK OF SENIOR MOMENTS. By Freddie Green. You know you’re having a senior moment when you decide it’s time to pull up your socks, and realize you forgot to put any on. This collection of little volume will make you laugh whether your marbles just need a spring clean or you’ve well and truly lost them! Summersdale. Pub. at $9.95 $7.95

2830232 SHAKESPEARE FLUSH WITH VERSE: Classic Quotations for Times of Deep Thought. Did you ever wonder where the Bard came up with all those bits? Now, as you sit upon your royal throne, you can spend a few minutes with the Bard himself. This hilarious collection of quotes will have you rereading your Shakespeare with a new appreciation. These funny toilet paper rolls won’t be so easy to flush out of your system! 62 pages. Cider Mill. Pub. at $7.95


2831060 BARBARIANS: A Handbook for Aspiring Savages. By Dr. Byron Clavicle et al. With their primitive code of conduct, Barbarians have altered the course of history (and hilarious B movies) for thousands of years. Return to the simplicity of yore with this back to basics primer on bloody vengeance, furry pants, and savage cuisine. Illus. 165 pages. Insight Editions. Pub. at $16.99 $3.95

2892884 THE WICKED WIT OF ENGLAND. By Geoff Tibballs. The various idiosyncrasies of the English character—the awkwardness, the constant need to apologize, and the often naive—has all been captured in this collection of stories, anecdotes, quips and quotes featuring English people from all walks of life. 160 pages. Michael O’Mara. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95
**2962276 PRUNING, TRAINING, AND TIDYING: Bob’s Basics.** By Bob Flowerdew. Offers the most effective pruning basics, and explains how to get maximum results without obsessing over the growing pattern of every plant. Flowerdew takes a fresh look at the different types of trimming and the techniques for building the most effective supports. Fully illus. in color. 112 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $14.95 $4.95

**2956732 GARDENING WITH BIOCHAR: Supercharge Your Soil with Bioactivated Charcoal.** By Jeff Cox. A key to growing bigger, more uniform plants is increasing your soil’s organic matter and nutrient level. Biochar–slow-roasted organic matter inculcated with compost–creates the perfect habitat for soil enriching microorganisms. Learn to make and use this powerful soil amendment with long-term benefits for your garden. In color. 128 pages. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $13.95

**2913345 THE WELLNESS GARDEN: Grow, Eat, and Walk Your Way to Better Health.** By Shawna Coronado. Detailing exactly how Coronado has learned to use her garden as a tool in her battle with osteoarthritis and other chronic pain issues. In this inspiring but highly practical guide, she shares her life-changing garden experience how to create your own Wellness Garden and gain the healthier lifestyle you desire and need. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $9.95

**5540836 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO AQUAPONIC GARDENING.** By Meg Stout. Learn how to raise two crops (fish and vegetables) in a single, self-contained, eco-friendly space. The fish provide nutrients for the plants, while the plants clean the water for the fish. This guide provides all you need to know to build and care for an aquaponic garden. Illus. 334 pages. Alpha. Paperback. Pub. at $3.95

**2867613 50 WAYS TO KILL A SLUG.** By Sarah Ford. Written with a "side of humor," this little but informative guide gives you tips and tricks for getting rid of your garden’s number one enemy: the slug. Illus. 98 pages. Hamlyn. Paperback. Pub. at $5.99 $3.95

**3791580 DIGITAL BOTANICAL GUIDE TO BULBS, 3RD EDITION.** By Brian Capon. First published in 1990. The most complete, compact, and accessible introduction to the world of botany. From plant anatomy to basic botany, an easily used guide that is effectively used by the propagator. Includes an index of common names. Photos. 410 pages. Timber. 8/×11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**3754197 SUSTAINABLE, SUN-GROWN CANNABIS.** By Justin Cannabis. Take an inside look at the practices used by today’s cannabis farmers; learn to approach soil to ensure a bountiful harvest. Discover tips for protecting and nurturing young plants so that they achieve maximum growth, and study the best practices farmers use to reduce environmental impact while growing cannabis, with this guide. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Amberled Media. Paperback. Pub. at $34.95 $26.95

**3781918 GARDENING WITH GRAINS.** By Brie Arthur. From design to planting to harvest, you’ll learn along with Arthur how rewarding it can be to add grains as ornamentals or edibles to your own farm to table garden. This interesting guide takes foodscaping to new heights of beauty, enjoyment, and sustainability. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. St. Lynm’s Press. Pub. at $23.95 $17.95


**687763X ED ROSENTHAL’S MARIJUANA GROWER’S HANDBOOK.** Contains the latest knowledge, tools, and methods to grow great marijuana—indoors and out. Use the most efficient technology and save time, labor, and energy. Includes how to choose the right plant, choose the right equipment, maximize yield, increase potency, and much more. Well illus. in color. 992 pages. Black American. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 PRICE CUT to $15.95


**3710068 DAVODFELD: The Remarkable Story of the World’s Most Popular Cultural Power Source by J. Whitworth.** Charts the story of the daffodil, from the tombs of the Pharaohs to Cornwall’s burgeoning bulb business and diversification in the 1880s. Showcases the definitive bulb. Exquisite plant portraits combine with an engaging narrative to capture the spirit of these delightful spring flowers. Fully illus. in color. 220 pages. Timber. Pub. at $27.30 $3.95

**2911626 NATIVE AMERICAN GARDENING: Stories, Projects and Recipes for Families.** By M.J. Caduto & J. Bruchac. Learn how to plan and prepare a garden site and celebrate the harvest, create traditional Native gardens, such as the Three Sisters gardens, and make Native garden crafts, such as gourd rattle and corn husk dolls; and cook Native meals, with recipes for corn, beans, squash, pumpkin and even snacks, drinks, and desserts with this thoughtful guide. Illus. 158 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95 $13.95

**3702316 THE REFERENCE MANUAL OF WOODY PLANT PROPAGATION, SECOND EDITION.** By M.A. D’Urzo & C.W. Heusier, Jr. Opens with explanations and overview of the propagation method. Plants are listed alphabetically by scientific name, with appropriate information on seed, cutting, grafting and tissue culture that can be effectively used by the propagator. Includes an index of common names. Photos. 410 pages. Timber. 8/×11. Paperback. Pub. at $49.95 $34.95

**3759479 SUPER HOME GARDENING, 3RD EDITION.** By Ron Hock. The guide to successful gardening for the home gardener needs to know. Clausen covers every aspect of gardening for the home gardener. Includes how to raise your own food, what to raise, and how to raise it. Well illus. in color. 416 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95 $19.95

**3770540 SUCCELENTS: Choosing, Growing, and Caring for Cactuses and Other Succulents.** By J. Bagnasco & B. Rehder. More than 100 plants, with tips for picking the perfect succulents for your space; advice on color combinations, sizes, shapes, and containers; and guides for watering, fertilizing, and keeping your succulents happy and healthy. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Cool Springs Press. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

**6805485 50 BEAUTIFUL DEER-RESISTANT PLANTS: The Prettiest Annuals, Perennials, Bulbs, and Shrubs, and How to Keep Your Garden.** By Ruth Rogers Clausen. This inspiring guide offers everything a plant-lover with a deer problem needs to know. Clausen also includes dozens of deer-resistant companions and smart design tips for pulling it all together. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

**3700003 FLORA AMERICANA: A Gardener’s Encyclopedia of Plants, Trees, and Flowers of the Americas.** By David Austin et al. A comprehensive encyclopedia containing detailed information, organized in A to Z format. The listings focus on those species most suitable for growing in North America, whichever of the hardiness zones your garden or yard is situated in. Fully illus. in color. 576 pages. Global Book Publishing. 9x12. Pub. at $19.95
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**2979063 GROW SOMETHING DIFFERENT TO EAT** | By Matthew Biggs. A need to plan a guide to growing and enjoying more than 50 edible edibles guaranteed to spice up your harvest and thrill your taste buds: hearty greens and succulent roots such as beet and radish, flavorful herbs and spices like Sweetleaf and Japanese Ginger, and delectable fruits such as Finger Limes. Well illus. in color. 222 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 [PRICE CUT TO $7.95]

**2985222 FARM LONG HAUL** | Resilience and the Last Art of Agricultural Inventiveness. By Michael Foley. Detailing the innovative work of contemporary farmers, Foley, an organic farmer, offers a guide to building a viable small farm operation that can withstand the economic, political, and climatic shock waves that the twenty-first century portends. The industrial farming system in place today is the basis for our population sickness. 266 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $20.00 [PRICE CUT TO $12.95]


**3785068 WHOLE FARM MANAGEMENT: From Start-Up to Sustainability** | By Nick Andrews et al. Well illus. in color. 312 pages. Storey. 8×10. Paperback. Pub. at $26.95 [PRICE CUT TO $22.45]

**2979485 EDIBLE PARADISE: HOW TO Grow Herbs, Flowers and Veggies in Any Space** | By Vera Greenwell. Well illus. in color. 228 pages. Permanent. Paperback. Pub. at $21.95 [PRICE CUT TO $17.95]

**6851817 THE ROOFTOP GROWING GUIDE: How to Transform Your Roof into a Vegetable Garden or Farm** | By Joel Karsten. In this collection of fascinating illustrated stories of straw bale gardening you’ll meet dozens of gardeners who will inspire you to try. In any climate and on any continent, you can grow beautiful fresh vegetables where no food has grown before. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 [PRICE CUT TO $18.95]

**2979055 GARDENING WITH JUNK: Simple and Innovative Planting Ideas** | By Adam Caplin. Demonstrates how you can take all sorts of containers and recycle them into fun and practical pots. Learn which plants are best suited to pots; make great containers; and create stunning garden features for you or your friends and family. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. OCO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 [PRICE CUT TO $12.95]

**2981865 HOW TO WINDOW BOX: Small-Space Plants to Grow Indoors or Out** | By C.A. Gordon & R. Benoit. Whether your window faces south where the sun floods in or north with nothing but shade, these indoor and outdoor projects show you how to choose and grow easily indoors and keep them thriving. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 [PRICE CUT TO $9.99]

**3786536 STRAW BALE SOLUTIONS** | By Joel Karsten. In this collection of fascinating illustrated stories of straw bale gardening you’ll meet dozens of gardeners who will inspire you to try. In any climate and on any continent, you can grow beautiful fresh vegetables where no food has grown before. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 [PRICE CUT TO $18.95]

**3770170 GARDENING IN MINIATURE: Create Your Own Tiny Landscapes** | By Brenton Calvo. Discover how to craft your own beautiful tiny gardens with lush plantings, stylish accents, and unique water features, and perfect pathways. Choose the best plant varieties, learn the secrets of scale and illusion, and design and create a unique miniature world. In color. 256 pages. Timber. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 [PRICE CUT TO $14.95]

**6553478 BUILDING NATURAL PONDS: Create a Clean, Algae-Free Pond Without Pumps, Filters, or Chemicals** | By Robert Pavlis. Whether you’re a backyard gardener looking to add a small serene natural water feature or a homesteader with visions of a large pond for fish, swimming, and irrigation, this detailed volume is the complete guide to building ponds in tune with nature—where plants, insects, and amphibians thrive in blissful serenity. Photos, some in color. 158 pages. New Society. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 [PRICE CUT TO $17.95]

**3792145 THE WILDLIFE POND BOOK: Create Your Own Pond Paradise for Wildlife** | By Louise Howard. Offers a fresh perspective on ponds and encourages gardeners to reach for a garden spade and do something positive to benefit our shared neighborhood nature. No matter how big your outdoor space is, this book will help you create your very own haven for nature. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Bloomsbury. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 [PRICE CUT TO $17.95]

**3741672 HERBS AND SPICES: Self-Sufficiency** | By Linda Gray. This clear and concise directory provides all the essential information you need to grow, use, and store a wide selection of flavor enhancing herbs and spices. Each individual plant profile includes detailed nutritional and culinary use profiles for each herb are examined along with other uses. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. IMM Lifestyle Books. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 [PRICE CUT TO $7.95]

**37689X MOSS: From Forest to Garden—A Guide to the Hidden World** | By Ulrike Nörtker. A celebration of the quiet and unassuming beauty of moss. Here you’ll discover the mossy kiosks and varieties where they can be found, take a tour of the finest moss gardens from Japan and Portland. Discover and gardens with moss, and plant moss landscapes in pots and terrariums. Well illus. in color. 185 pages. Countryman. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95 [PRICE CUT TO $17.95]
Trees, Shrubs, & Plants


★ 284993X INSECTIVOROUS PLANTS. By Charles Darwin. 462 pages. Langford. PRICE CUT to $7.95


★ 3710391 THE REVOLUTIONARY YARDSCAPE: Ideas for Repurposing Local Materials to Create Containers, Pathways, Lighting, and More. By Matthew Levesque. Shows you how to find the best salvage materials, and how to transform them into unique, sustainable garden projects. From simple creations like a planter made from an old toolbox to projects such as arbors made from window shutters, the ideas in this guide represent the best in innovative re-use garden design. Illus. in color. 189 pages. Timber. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95

★ 3719193 DO-ITYOURSELF GARDEN PROJECTS AND CRAFTS: 60 Planters, Bird Houses, Lotion Bars, Garlands, and More! By Debbie Wolfe. The projects and crafts in this guide rely on homegrown and Foraged materials that will inspire creativity and capture the bounty of the seasons. The use practical and decorative projects for use in the garden and home. Includes step by step instructions as well as simple crafting and gardening tips that will make your projects successful. Full color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95


★ 3722503 ROSES. By P.J. Redoute & J. Suckling. A gorgeous keepsake showcases the skilled artwork of two men who dedicated their lives to botanical illustration. The Belgian Pierre-Joseph Redoute and his English contemporary, James Sowerby (1757-1822). Includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by readers. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $49.95

★ 3745767 JOSEPH BANKS’ FLORILEGIUM: Botanical Treasures from Cook’s First Voyage. By Mel Gooding. Beautifully bound volume of extraordinary engravings of flora discovered on Captain Cook’s first voyage, featuring some of the most precise and exquisite examples of botanical illustration ever created. Illus. in color. 176 pages. Thames & Hudson. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $45.00

★ 374514X EMILY DICKINSON’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants & Places That Inspired the Iconic Poet. By Marta McDowell. The author explores Dickinson’s deep passion for plants and how it inspired and informed her writing. Tracing a year in the garden, the volume reveals intimate details about Dickinson’s life and adds to our collective understanding of who she was as a person. Well illus., many in color. 267 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3740420 THE GREEN FLORILEGIUM. Featuring images of over 200 plant species, the first ever exhibition on contemporary British plants, in celebration of a group of contemporary British artists who use plants as their medium. Illus. 192 pages. Prestel. 9¾x13½. Pub. at $60.00


★ 2961148 ORCHIDS ON GARDENS: A Chapter in the French Picturesque. By Claude-Henri Wattelet. Illus. 90 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $45.00

★ 3792452 PALLETS FOR OUTDOOR SPACES. By Hester van Overbeeke. Packed with ideas for using pallet wood to make stylish garden furniture and accessories. Features clear step by step instructions and color photos showing how to make the 35 contemporary projects which include: benches, tables, shelving units, storage ideas, and much much more. 128 pages. CICO Books. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

★ 2942593 LITTLE FREE LIBRARIES & TINY SHEDS. By Philip Schmidt. Small structures are sprouting up in front yards and green spaces around the world, evidence of a growing trend toward community building through the distribution of free books, nonperishables, and other items. This guide is a source of inspiration and how to know for those interested in joining this movement. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.95


More on Gardening

★ 378547X FRUIT TREES FOR EVERY GARDEN. By Orin & D. Chang. 8¼x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.50

★ 374521X CONCRETE GARDEN PROJECTS: 60 Planters, Bird Houses, Lotion Bars, Garlands, and More! By Debbie Wolfe. The projects and crafts in this guide rely on homegrown and Foraged materials that will inspire creativity and capture the bounty of the seasons. The use practical and decorative projects for use in the garden and home. Includes step by step instructions as well as simple crafting and gardening tips that will make your projects successful. Full color. 224 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8x10¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $7.95

★ 377709X THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO OUTDOOR CARPETING, 2ND EDITION. From picnic tables to garden bridges, creating beautiful, functional furnishings for your yard is a fascinating science of redwoods, the Save the Forest: California’s Iconic Redwoods. By W. von Orlow. Contains easy to follow diagrams throughout, this stunning volume reveals detail s few know about Dickinson (1757-1822). Includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by readers. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.95

★ 379478X THE COMPLETE GUIDE TO OUTDOOR CARPETING, 2ND EDITION. From picnic tables to garden bridges, creating beautiful, functional furnishings for your yard is a fascinating science of redwoods, the Save the Forest: California’s Iconic Redwoods. By W. von Orlow. Contains easy to follow diagrams throughout, this stunning volume reveals detail s few know about Dickinson (1757-1822). Includes a DVD with images of the roses to be used by readers. 287 pages. HarperCollins. Pub. at $29.95

★ 374514X EMILY DICKINSON’S GARDENING LIFE: The Plants & Places That Inspired the Iconic Poet. By Marta McDowell. The author explores Dickinson’s deep passion for plants and how it inspired and informed her writing. Tracing a year in the garden, the volume reveals intimate details about Dickinson’s life and adds to our collective understanding of who she was as a person. Well illus., many in color. 267 pages. Timber. Pub. at $24.95

★ 3740420 THE GREEN FLORILEGIUM. Featuring images of over 200 plant species, the first ever exhibition on contemporary British plants, in celebration of a group of contemporary British artists who use plants as their medium. Illus. 192 pages. Prestel. 9¾x13½. Pub. at $60.00

★ 6755886 INSTANT WALL ART: Botanical Butterfly Prints. Presents 45 vintage butterfly prints that can be mounted as instant art for your home decor. Prints depict the world’s most breathtaking plants, combined with the vibrancy of nature’s stock colors. Each image is presented on perforated, single sided pages. Adams Media. 8½x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99


★ 2961148 ORCHIDS ON GARDENS: A Chapter in the French Picturesque. By Claude-Henri Wattelet. Illus. 90 pages. UPAP. Pub. at $45.00

Garden Tours & Notable Gardens

3783529 THE SECRET GARDENS OF CHARLESTON, By Louisa Pringle Cameron. Charleston is famous for its beautiful private gardens that are profited offer the reader the aesthetic experience of discovery and renewal with turn of a page. Fully illus. in color. 98 pages. USCP 8½x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

2850494 AMERICAN GARDENS 1890-1930: Northeast, Mid-Atlantic, and Midwest Regions. Ed. by Sam Watters. From the intimate New Hampshire gardens of the sculptor Augustus Saint-Gaudens to the Hudson River estate of John D. Rockefeller, this volume, with over 200 rare archival photographs, depicts the glorious American countryside as it was envisioned by the country’s most talented landscape architects. 296 pages. Acanthus. 12½x9¼. Pub. at $75.00 $14.95

3705749 ROYAL GARDENS: Extraordinary Edens from Around the World. By M. Chambas-Ploton, photos by J.-B. Leroux. Throughout history, monarchies around the world have overseen the creation of splendid gardens on the grounds of their royal palaces. Here an acclaimed landscape photographer offers an exclusive tour of extraordinary gardens in Europe, the Middle East, and Asia. Well illus. in color. Unabridged. 371 pages. Acanthus. 8½x11. Pub. at $24.95 $14.95

2810123 THE GARDENS OF BUNNY MELLON. By Linda Jane Holden, photos by R. Foley. This lavishly illustrated book is the first focus on both the public and private gardens that Mellon designed, and filled with her own garden plans, sketches, and watercolors, as well as with photographs of the gardens, farm, and horticultural library at Oak Spring, the Mellon estate in Virginia. 308 pages. Wendover. 9x12¼x1½. Pub. at $60.00 $24.95


2841630 GARDENS OF THE ARTS & CRAFTS MOVEMENT, REVISED EDITION. By Judith B. Tancock. Fully illus. in color. 238 pages. Timber. 8½x10.1/2. PRICE CUT to $29.95 $19.95

2780402 ALL THE PRESIDENT’S GARDENS. By Marta McDowell. Well illus., many in color. 336 pages. Timber. Pub. at $29.95 $7.95

3747081 PRIVATE GARDENS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN. By Jean Mux. Fully illus. in color. 191 pages. Flammarion. PRICE CUT to $7.95

Quilting


3710009 CANDY STORE AND MORE: 1930s Quilts Made New. By K. Connors & K. Earlywine. Ten fresh quilts that take their cues from 1930s classics. Inspired by antique quilts and patterns discovered in old newspapers, these designs are brimming with old fashion charm. Projects for all skill levels. Fully illus., many in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $26.99 $9.95

3725051 STRIP-SMART QUILTS II: Make 16 Triangle Quilts with One Easy Technique. By Kathy Brown. Provides an astonishing collection of 16 quilts—all based on the same cut from a single ruler. Inside you’ll find visually appealing designs for all skill levels, each created using a right-angle triangle ruler. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Martingale. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $9.95
See more titles at erhbc.com/815

2817195 STEP INTO CROCHET: Crocheted Sock Techniques from Basic to Beyond. By John Hohn. This book explains 18 sock patterns ranging from basic ribbed and simple socks to more sophisticated technique based projects. So whether you're ready to jump into basic crocheted socks or just adding a toe or digging your toe in to try a few fun patterns, this is your go-to resource. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 $5.95

2997738 CUTE & EASY CROCHET WITH FLOWERS: 35 Beautiful Projects Using Floral Motifs. By Nicki Trench. Features 35 patterns for cute and easy crochet projects using beautiful floral motifs and decorations. For beginners through experienced crocheters, it also includes a Crochet Know-How section. Projects include a poppy purse, a lily dress, a flower shoppe card holder, floral bag and much more. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

3752515 100 SNOWFLAKES TO CROCHET. By Carilin Sainio. Bring wintery cheer indoors with this collection of crocheted snowflakes. With clear instructions for a wide range of designs, from simple and easy to large and intricate, this book gives you all the techniques you need. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $21.99

2813852 CROCHETED BEARS AND OTHER ANIMALS: 25 Toys to Crochet. By Emma Brown. Create your own group of hand-crocheted creatures with these easy to follow patterns, with simple crochet stitches. From Lace the lamb to Mustard the Monkey to Cherry Cat who runs the Cupcake Cafe, fully illus. in color. 112 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

3760286 CROCHET PINK: 26 Patterns for Crochet for Charity. By Janet Reihelt. Choose from an assortment of attractive accessories, including a comforting shawl and jacket, and incorporate affordable amounts of luxurious yarn such as alpaca, cashmere and silk to make a special crocheted gift as a tangible way to show your support to loved ones undergoing cancer treatment. Includes detailed instructions and basic techniques. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Martingale. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

3771385 JAPANESE WINTER CROCHET: A Creative Approach to Classic Stitches. By Nihon Vogue. Introduces a different approach to classic crochet stitches such as Aran, Herringbone, Bayesian, Waffle, Crocodile and Reverseable Crochet. Roehm explains the traditional Chinese-based projects as well as the differences between Japanese and Western crochet styles, and includes lessons and a guide to stitch symbols. Make a throw, a cowl or slippers to try out your new skill. Illus. in color. 112 pages. Tuttle. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $15.99 $11.95

6749720 CONTINUOUS CROCHET: Create Seamless Sweaters, Shrugs, Shawls, and More with Minimal Finishing! By Kristin Omdahl. Blending basic crochet skills with the go-to techniques, these elegant, seamless garments and accessories are both eye-catching and easy to make. With 25 step-by-step projects as well as instructions on how to manipulate crochet motifs into unique creations that are as style-conscious as they are figure-flattering. Illus. in color. 143 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $22.99

597769X CRAFT TREE EASY CROCHETED SWEATERS. Compiled by Amy Palmer. Use simple stitches and classic shaping to create beautiful sweaters and cardigans. Projects include a Wrinkle Vest, a Russel Sweater, a Frellis Pullower, a ZZ Topper, and a Marilyn Twin Set, and more. Color photos. 40 pages. Interweave. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99

3585367 RUNWAY CROCHET: High-End Designers Hook Makers to Crochet Their Own Designs. By Margaret Hubert. Enamored with the trendy look and touchable textures of crochet, the world's top fashion designers scatter crochet items throughout their collections. Now you can create that chic, upscale look for yourself with 21 stitch patterns for jackets, tops, dresses, skirts, and accessories. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $19.95

3730468 THE GRANNY SQUARE BOOK, SECOND EDITION. By Margaret Hubert. This edition offers 25 additional squares, for a total of 100 and all new projects. All skill levels, this volume includes crochet basics; stitch instructions and symbol diagrams; and guidance and ideas for designing your own granny squares, motifs, and projects. Fully illus. in color. 208 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $19.95

2803704 CROCHETED KEYRINGS & CHARMS. By Emma Yamam. Your key rings will be anything but ordinary and eminently findable if you attach them to one of these cute keyings! Each of the 30 projects is clearly set out with easy to follow patterns and concise instructions, and are suitable for all skill levels. Well illus. in color. 156 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95

2983108 FREEFORM CROCHET WITH CONFIDENCE: Unlock the Secrets of Freeform Crochet with 30 Fun Projects. By Carol Meldrum. Be inspired to explore the many creative paths you can take as you craft beautiful, handmade crocheted accessories. You’ll find 30 impressive yet easy to make projects, step by step photographs, and clear instructions to guide you along. Projects include cozy slippers, a shawl, fingerless gloves and more. 144 pages. Barron’s Paperback. Pub. at $18.98

2974916 HOOKED! 40 Whimsical Crochet Motifs from Weird to Wonderful. By Michelle Delprat et al. Crochet cute, modern motifs with this eclectic collection of designs for funny, fruit, adorable animals, super-sweet hearts and fabulous flowers! The easy to follow crochet patterns also include designs for crocheted skis, lightning bolts and hedgehogs, as well as seasonal themed motifs. Well illus. in color. 96 pages. David & Charles. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3745990 EDWARD’S MENAGERIE: The New Collection. By Kerry Lord. Hook your way to a collection of 18 woolly friends that you can create a leopard that is determined to be a brawny winewalker, a larking mermaid, and a red panda famous for her dinner plate. You’ll find 18 unique characters how you work your way up from beginner-friendly projects to more challenging patterns. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

6848338 EDWARD’S MENAGERIE DOGS: 50 Canine Crochet Patterns. By Kerry Lord. A fun collection of canine characters to crochet for yourself or for gifts. From Pugs to Border Collies, and Chihuahua to Terriers, these 50 designs include complete instructions and patterns for each. Includes technical advice on how to crochet. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Lark. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95

2998904 EDWARD’S MENAGERIE: Birds. By Kerry Lord. Each of the forty five feathered friends included here can be crocheted in four different sizes making over 160 different pattern possibilities. The patterns use basic stitches and are grouped by difficulty and include a chapter on techniques, including concentration, repetition, and creativity. Includes step by step instructions, and a chapter on techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

3792022 QUICK AND EASY CROCHET: 100 Little Crochet Projects to Make. By Val Pierce et al. This collection brings together 100 crochet projects that include stylish purses and hats, cute teddy bears, flowers, cakes, hearts and festive decorations; the designs are quick and easy to make with clear step by step instructions. This treasure trove of ideas will provide endless inspiration for crocheters. Well illus. in color. 240 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $11.95

3666972 DINOSAURS TO CROCHET: Playful Patterns for Crafting Cuddly Prehistoric Wonders. By Megan Kreiner. From just a few basic stitches and the imagination of the author, crocheters can create a fearsomely fun Tyrannosaurus, a cuddly Stegosaurus, a flying Pteranodon, or a spiky Ankylosaurus. Includes step by step instructions and a section on crochet basics and finishing techniques. Fully illus. in color. 126 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95

3775402 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO TUNISIAN CROCHET. By Emma Gues. Start with the absolute basics of Tunisian crochet, and then demonstrates how to develop your skills to create unique designs and textures. You’ll learn the basic stitches and techniques, step instructions and photographs; how to combine stitches and color changes; and be able to choose from ten different styles to make, using your new skills. 96 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2865055 HOLIDAY APPLIQUES TO CROCHET: Basics & Beyond 23 Designs for Celebrations. By Text by Val Pierce et al. This treasure trove of ideas will provide endless inspiration for crocheters. Well illus. in color. 32 pages. Creative Publishing Int’l. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 $9.95

282451X LITTLE CROCHETED CHRISTMAS: Festive Projects to Make the Season Bright. By Doerthe Eisterlehner. Add a little handmade warmth to Christmas with these charming crocheted decorations, toys, and charms. The designs incorporate elements of mindfulness and include step by step instructions and photographs; how to combine stitches and color changes; and be able to choose from ten different styles to make, using your new skills. 96 pages. Search. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

292451X MINDFUL CROCHET: 35 Creative and Colorful Projects to Help You Be in the Moment, Relieve Stress, and Let Go of Worry. By Emma Leith. Crochet yourself to calmness with these 35 beautiful and bright projects. The patterns have been specially designed to incorporate mindfulness and hand practice, including concentration, repetition, and creativity. Includes step by step instructions, and a chapter on techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95

More titles at erhbc.com/815
**Sewing**

**SALE**

**20% OFF**


**3709563** SEWING HOME BAGS AND TOTES. By L. Johnson & A. Adams. In this handy beginner’s guide, the authors show how easy it is to make great go everywhere projects, from clutches and shoulder bags to a sleek yoga mat satchel. No paper patterns required! You’ll find clear, step by step instructions and design details that give your projects a professional finish. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Fons & Porter. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. **$18.36**

**4940045** ANYONE CAN SEW: A Step-by-Step Guide to Essential Sewing Skills. By Charlotte Gerlins. Sewing is an indispensable skill if you want to become more resourceful, enabling you to fix a button, mend a split seam, or even make your own clothes. Included in this guide are 16 easy-to-follow, illustrated steps accompanied by step by step illustrations, straightforward instructions, and patterns and templates. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8¼x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99. **$9.95**

**3758777** MEND & PATCH: A Handbook to Repairing Clothes and Textiles. By Victoria Lopsodo. Includes the 50 most common repairs for quick and easy fixes in emergency situations, plus tips and ideas for mending a garment with care. Packed full of advice on how to care for clothing and the tips for sharing heirlooms with you, among other things, the basics for mending jeans, how to sew decorative mends and how to make your fixes invisible. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Pavilion. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **$12.95**

**3792226** HANKIE COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions from Victorian Handkerchiefs. By Marsha Greenberg. Showcases a large collection of unique mix and match outfits and accessories—all made from reclaimed hankies. Uses simple pattern and sewing instructions so you can transform treasured heirlooms and colorful flea-market finds into one of a kind fashions for your wardrobe. 224 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $18.00. **$12.95**

**2909154** DOLL COUTURE: Handcrafted Fashions for 18-Inch Dolls. By Marsha Greenberg. An inspiring collection of couture patterns for over 18 inches of beautiful dresses to pants, jumpers, blouses, and shoes—each crafted from vintage handkerchiefs, tablecloths, and other treasures. Includes nine pull-out patterns and sewing instructions so you can create your own beautiful items. Fully illus. in color. 163 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00. **$5.95**


**3962351** YOU AND YOUR SEWING MACHINE: A Field Guide. By Bernie Tobisch. Written by an expert sewing machine technician, this detailed guide will teach you how your sewing machine works, how to keep it happy, and how to troubleshoot common problems. Fully illus. in color. 143 pages. CICO Books. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**3228541** KAFFE FASSETT’S SEW SIMPLE QUILTS & PATCHWORKS. By Kaffe Fassett. From his own Artisan fabric range, Fassett mixes his usual palette of bright colors with interesting contrast to produce an eclectic range of 17 projects; from his trademark quilts to simple patchworks for the home, as well as a quilt and a kemono. Includes clear step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Taunton. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**2997886** FAMOUS FROCKS: Patterns and Instructions for Recreating Fabulous Iconic Dresses. By S. Alm & M. Greenberg. From Gone with the Wind to Audrey Hepburn’s Little Black dress, Marilyn Monroe’s poster-classic white halter, and sexy wrap dress, vintage photos of the original looks alongside gorgeous color illus., full-size sewing patterns, and detailed instructions will get you on your way to vintage style. 156 pages. Chronicle. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$14.95**

**3780147** TINY WARDROBE: 12 Adorable Designs and Patterns for Your Doll. By Satomi Fujii. A collection of sewing patterns for doll size clothes. Written with beginner in mind, this book includes simple yet sophisticated pattern come in three sizes for 8 inch, 11 inch and 16 inch dolls. Made for the Blythe dolls, they may be used for a variety of 18-inch dolls. Fully illustrated step by step instructions. 96 pages. Nippan IPS. Paperback. Pub. at $22.95. **$17.95**

**3758613** FAT QUARTER VINTAGE: 25 Projects to Make from Short Lengths of Fabric. By Susie Johns. Assembles 25 useful and beautiful projects to make from fat quarters in a step by step instructions and includes a detailed photograph that covers all the basics you need to know to complete the projects. Includes fat quarter size pieces that are influenced by the fashions of the ’30s through to the ’70s, you’ll make short work of any fabric stash! Fully illus. in color. 152 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½”. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**

**3784991** FAT QUARTER TOYS: 25 Projects to Make from Short Lengths of Fabric. By Susie Johns. Each of the 25 quick and easy projects has clear step by step instructions and beautiful accompanying photography. A book filled with useful tools and techniques section for those new to sewing, Easy, inexpensive and fun to make, they are sure to become favorites with the little ones and the grown ups! Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½”. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


**6730485** EASY-TO-SEW SKIRTS: Threads Selects. By Marsha Brown. Step by step instructions for 25 refreshed and beautiful skirt designs, including inspirational ideas. Includes instructions in both words and diagrams. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. **$14.95**


**3784789** BIG BOOK OF EMBROIDERY: 250 Stitches with Creative Projects. By Renee Mery. This complete guide to over 250 fully dialed out embroidery stitches, from simple to advanced, will be your go-to reference for all your embroidery needs. Includes 29 beautiful step by step projects, from decorating clothing and linens to creating simple pattern and sewing techniques for those new to sewing. Fully illus. in color. 136 pages. Concord. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95. **$19.99**


**3769844** HOW TO EMBROIDER ALMOST EVERYTHING. By Wendi Gratz. A fun and sophisticated collection of over 500 stitch motifs that offer a fresh new take on embroidery. With a detailed checklist of everything you need and step by step instructions, this guide will help you try your first steps to embroidering and creating beautiful drawings with needle and thread. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Quarry. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99. **$14.95**

**3696340** SASHIKO: 20 Projects Using Traditional Japanese Stitching. By Jill Clay. Sashiko is a traditional Japanese sewing method that uses evenly spaced running stitch motifs to create geometric patterns. Learn this stunning art with this comprehensive guide that’s packed with interesting projects that are influenced by the fashions of the ’30s through the ’70s. Includes instructions in both words and diagrams and a pattern library with an array of traditional sashiko patterns to create your own unique designs. 136 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 8¼x10½”. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
Embroidery & Needlepoint

- **2914115** HAND-STITCHED LANDSCAPES & FLOWERS. By Kamina Witten. A stunning exploration of the natural world through embroidery! Using only six stitches in each embroidery, along with delicate embellishments and an array of exquisite techniques and fabrics. Witten shows you how to portray pastoral scenes of fields and flowers with eye-catching detail. Includes step by step color photographs, templates, and ten embroidery projects to try. 144 pages. Search. 9¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.95.


Cross Stitch

- **3724238** DISNEY PRINCESS CROSS-STITCH. By Natali Rodriques. Celebrate the Disney Princesses with this charming collection which features two cross-stitch patterns for each of these lovely ladies: Ariel, Aurora, Belle, Cinderella, Jasmine, Merida, Mulan, Pocahontas, Rapunzel, Snow White, and Tiana. Includes easy to follow instructions and an overview of cross-stitch basics. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Running Press. Paperbound.

Needlework Projects & Reference

- **372171X** 500 FUN LITTLE TOYS: To Crochet, Knit, Felt & Sew. By Nguyen Le. Features a comprehensive introductory section with suggestions for materials and instruction for all the techniques you’ll need; troubleshooting help and quick tips; inspirational ideas for making groups of projects: farm animals, families, and everyday objects. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. $19.95. Paperbound.

- **378879X** 50 SUNFLOWERS TO KNIT, CROCHET & FELT. By Kristin Nicholas. Create your very own garden with these original sunflower designs, from blooms and buds to leaves, stems, and flowers. Includes step by step instructions, charts, and coloring sections. Includes step by step instructions and removable patterns. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Storey. 9½x9¼. Spiralbound.

Activities for Kids


**Activities for Kids**

- **37620X** FUN JOKES FOR FUNNY KIDS, VOLUME 2. Jam packed with knock jokes, knock knock puns, and perfect puns, this collection is guaranteed to keep your kids rolling in laughter, Ages 6-12. 128 pages. Reader’s Digest. Paperback. $3.95

- **2845341** COLOR YOUR OWN DOLL’S HOUSE. As you take a tour around the Victoria’s Secret House, you’ll meet the family that lives there and you can color the different rooms, objects, and outfits using your own imagination. Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Sterling. 8 1/4x11. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 3.95

- **286589** TRICK OR TREAT! WHO’S THERE? Over 650 Hilarious Jokes. By Lisa Regan. If knock knock jokes make you laugh and chuckle then you’ll love this collection. There’s lots of great gags inside, and every single one is Guaranteed to be silly. Great fun to share with friends and family. Gradeschoolers. Fully illus. 256 pages. Arcarius. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 4.95

- **375043** THE YOUNG CHEF. By Mark Ainsworth. A must-have guide for every young chef in the making. Includes all the basics—key cooking methods, knife skills—staying safe in the kitchen, how to build flavor and fun kitchen facts; along with more than 100 chef-tested recipes to try like Chinese “Takeout” Chicken and Broccoli, and Mexican Corn Salad. Ages 10-14. Color photos. 192 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $23.00 5.95

- **3726193** TURN THIS BOOK INTO A BEEHIVE! And 19 Other Experiments and Activities That Explore the Amazing World of Bees. By Lynn Brunelle. Learn about all the types of bees, why bees are critical to our food supply; and how bees live with the activities and fun facts. Solutions included. Ages 5-12. Fully illus., many in color. 80 pages. Happy Fox. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 7.95

- **3798620** POP-OUT & PAINT HORSE BREEDS. Clayly A. Liwall. With templates you can create lovely paper models of ten different breeds, from the shaggy Shetland to the elegant Arabian. Step by step directions make it fun and exciting to create a herd of your own. Also includes directions on creating darling accessories and even your own stable. 88 pages. Storey. 8 1/4x10 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95 9.95

- **2823944** 2000 STICKERS SPOOKY! Enter at your peril and get busy scribbling, puzzling, sticking, and sketching in a world filled with haunted houses and gruesome ghosts. Then choose from 2,000 scary stickers to complete each page! Solutions included. Ages 3 & up. Fully illus. in color. Parragon. 8 1/2x11. Paperback. Pub. at $6.99 3.95

- **3792536** THE ANTI-BOREDOM CHRISTMAS BOOK. By Andy Seed, illus. by S. Garrett. In addition to tons of activities, several blank pages in the back leave plenty of room to scribble. Packed full of hilarious artwork, this will provide hours of festive fun. So this Christmas season, get festive and turn up the Fun O Meter to the max! 159 pages. Sky Pony. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99 5.95

- **3787777** THE NERF BLASTER MODIFICATION GUIDE. By Luke Goodman. Guides the reader through the basics of Nerf blaster modification, showing simple mods that kids and their grownups can tackle on their own. 96 pages. Voyager. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99 5.95

- **3569395** DOLL’S HOUSE STICKER BOOK: Decorate Your Very Own Victorian Home! Open the doors to a charming Victorian doll’s house then use more than 150 reusable stickers to decorate it just the way you want! Help the family furnish their rooms with fabulous tea sets, dresses, jewelry, a birdcage, a rocking horse, and more! Ages 6 & up. Fully illus. in color. Carlton. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95 3.95

- **3739082** FLUTTERY, FRIENDLY TATTOO BUTTERFLIES AND OTHER INSECTS. Text by Artemis Roehrig. Kids who are crazy for butterflies will love sporting these insect tattoos. From a ladybug to a dalmatian, these tattoo promises lots of enchanting fun and learning for bug lovers. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. Storey. Paperback. Pub. at $7.95 5.95

- **3761285** LEGO MINIFIGURE ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Sean Kenney. From the creator of LEGO MINIFIGURE ADVENTURES comes this jumbo pad will entertain the whole family with hours of word puzzle fun. Includes stickers to decorate your city with. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. Holt. 10x8 1/8. Pub. at $11.99 5.95

- **3705420** COOL CITY. By Sean Kenney. From the creator of LEGO MINIFIGURE ADVENTURES comes this jumbo pad will entertain the whole family with hours of word puzzle fun. Includes stickers to decorate your city with. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. Holt. 10x8 1/8. Pub. at $11.99 5.95

- **3705420** COOL CITY. By Sean Kenney. From the creator of LEGO MINIFIGURE ADVENTURES comes this jumbo pad will entertain the whole family with hours of word puzzle fun. Includes stickers to decorate your city with. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. Holt. 10x8 1/8. Pub. at $11.99 5.95

- **3705420** COOL CITY. By Sean Kenney. From the creator of LEGO MINIFIGURE ADVENTURES comes this jumbo pad will entertain the whole family with hours of word puzzle fun. Includes stickers to decorate your city with. Ages 6 & up. 32 pages. Holt. 10x8 1/8. Pub. at $11.99 5.95

- **2870406** STAR WARS ULTIMATE STICKER COLLECTION. By Rebecca Smith et al. Relive the excitement of Star Wars and discover all the secrets of the Star Wars universe with over 600 reusable stickers. Features characters from both trilogies, including Anakin Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Princess Leia, Darth Maul, Queen Amidala, and more. Ages 6 & up. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 9.95

- **2892189** EMOJI ENCYCLOPEDIA. By Cordelia Evans. Now you can visit the Emojis throughout history. Meet them then take a tour of Textopolis and swing by Hi-Five’s universe with over 600 reusable stickers! Features characters from both trilogies, including Anakin Skywalker, Obi-Wan Kenobi, Han Solo, Princess Leia, Darth Maul, Queen Amidala, and more. Ages 6 & up. Dorling Kindersley. 8x11. Paperback. Pub. at $12.99 9.95

- **3966294** MAKE YOUR OWN SCRATCH GAMES! By Anna Anthropy. The easy way you how to do everything from building a game map to creating animations and debugging the end product. Take a peek inside the history of video games, learn the basics, and turn your ideas into creative games that you can play and share with your friends. Ages 10 & up. Weltl illus. in color. 170 pages. No Starch. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95 9.95
Activities for Kids


276758X MARY POPPINS IN THE KITCHEN. By P. Travers, illus. by M. Shepard. This beautiful kitchen is seen through the eyes of Mary Poppins as she and the Banks children take over the kitchen. With the help of friends, Mary Poppins teaches his people how to prepare the basics of the kitchen, cooking up everything from A to Z. The housewives of the neighborhood are never so much fun! Ages 8 & up. Well illus. in cutaway sections. Dorling Kindersley. Pub. at $16.99.


3772633 MY FIRST 101 THINGS TO GO. Filled with bright full-color photographs, your child will be excited to learn about all sorts of vehicles and contraptions they can find just by going out–like just going to the beach! Ages 3-6. Sky Pony. Paperback. Pub. at $7.99.

3726134 EVERYTHING YOU NEED TO Know About ONE BIG FAT NOTEBOOK. By Adult Paperdoll. This isn’t not loving your textbook and you’re not so great at taking notes in class, this notebook will help. Vocabulary words are highlighted in yellow, definitions in blue, dates, and terms are written in blue ink. Learn and remember what you need to ace your math class. Ages 11-14. Fully illus. in color. 352 pages. Workman. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.

3754685 STEM ACTIVITY BOOK: Science, Technology, Engineering, Math. By Sam Hutchinson et al. Through marvelous mazes, puzzles, testing, quizzes, and fun activities, this engaging volume introduces children to the inner workings of the world around them and might even, one day, inspire them to contribute an invention or a scientific theory of their own. Answers provided. Ages 6-10. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99.


3703996 HIGHLIGHTS HANDWRITING PRACTICE. Ready, set, trace! This fun pad blends letter tracing number tracing practice with Hidden Pictures puzzles and other fun activities. Ages 3-5. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Highlights for Children. 8x8 1/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.

3719286 HELP YOUR KIDS with COMPUTER CODING. By Carol Vorderman et al. Kids can take their first steps toward becoming expert computer programmers with this guide to coding for beginners. They’ll master Scratch 3.0, the brand new version of the world’s most popular coding language for beginners. This will let them discover what makes a computer work while learning how to build their own computer programs and games. Ages 10 & up. Fully illus. in color. 224 pages. Dorling Kindersley. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99.


Children’s Titles

3791372 AROUND THE WORLD IN 80 MAPS. By Clare Hibbert. These 80 colorful historical maps chronicle the great expeditions, and continents form a fascinating journey around the world. Discover how maps reveal more than just physical features, with lots of tactile elements, places, ratios, customs, and more. Ages 8-12, 96 pages. Firefly. 9x11 1/4. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95.

370307X HIGHLIGHTS HANDWRITING CURSIVE PRACTICE. Cursive writing is an important tool for success in school and beyond. Knowing how to write in cursive can help improve spelling and composition skills. This pad features step by step guides to letter formation, blending with Hidden Pictures puzzles and other activities. Ages 7 & up. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Highlights for Children. 8x8 1/4x10. Paperback. Pub. at $5.95.


1374032 BRIGITTE BARDOT: My Life in Fashion. By Henry-Jean Servat. In photographs that capture her attending receptions by Queen Elizabeth II and Charles de Gaulle or on glamorous visits to the U.S., in fashion shows and on film sets, or modeling on a Givenchy catwalk, this illuminating biography includes all the key looks that Bardot wore and brought to the international spotlight as she invented and edited her own highly imitated style. 232 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

1372078 FIERCE: The History of Leopard Print. By Jo Weldon. In this lush compendium illustrated with stunning full-color images, Weldon reveals how this sexy, playful, decadent, and vibrant pattern once reserved for royalty and Hollywood stars, and alligators, then became the very thing she dared to wear it throughout the ages. 232 pages. Harper. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

2804581 LINGERIE: Two Centuries of Luscious Design. By Noma Shephard. From nothing to reverse thongs, hundreds of fascinating garments are shown in over 500 color photographs that reflect ever changing social factors, including a full glossary, value guide, and index. 176 pages. Schiffer. 8¼x11. Paperback. Pub. at $29.95 $14.95

1291384 STAR TREK COSTUMES: Five Decades of Fashion from the Final Frontier. By Mark Badgley and James J. Endam. Showcases the unique costumes of the Star Trek saga, taking in 50 years of iconic and influential designs. This volume explores the creativity and craftsmanship that produced the most memorable garb in the galaxy, telling the complete story of how Star Trek's outlandishly chic wardrobe has been expanded in thrilling ways throughout the years. Well illus. in color. 255 pages. Insight Editions. 9½x13. Paperbound. Pub. at $60.00 $14.95

2990121 ELSA SCHIAPIARELLI'S PRIVATE ALBUM. By Marisa Schiaparelli Berenson. A genuine avant-garde, Schiaparelli invented shocking pink, the power suit, the fashion show as theater, and she popularized the invented and indestructible style of her grandmother Penelope's affectionate first-hand account of Schiaparelli's shocking and exalting life. Fully illus., some in color. 192 pages. Double-Barelled. 10½x12. Pub. at $35.00 $14.95

3597401 THE LITTLE BOOK OF MURILLO: Inspiration of Glam. By Michelle Morgan. A lifestyle guide and tribute to the glamour and showmanship of Hollywood’s most iconic star—Marilyn Monroe. Here you’ll find tutorials on recreating the star’s makeup looks, styling advice and tips on where to find Marilyn-like fashions; decor ideas from her own homes; and everyday inspiration from Marilyn’s life, style, illus., most in color. 216 pages. Running Press. Paperback. Pub. at $15.95 $12.95

3027104 FASHION PLATES: 150 Years of Style. By April Calahan. This lavishly illustrated volume provides a comprehensive survey of 200 color plates—ranging from the late 1870s to the early twentieth century, organized chronologically and accompanied by authoritative context and illuminating texts. 426 pages. Schiffer. 11x14½. Hardcover. Pub. at $75.00 $9.95


2875445 EDWARDIAN FASHIONS: A Snapshot in Time from Harper’s Bazar 1906. By Kristina Teleshanko. This compilation bridges the gap between the popular Edwardian-era fashion and the fashions of the early 1900s. These delightful illustrations will give you an insight intoигровую атмосферу and the public morals and consumerism of the times. 135 pages. Dover. 8½x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $13.95 $7.95

2758205 PAINTED FACES: A Colourful History of Cosmetics. By Susan Stewart. Anyone who has ever wondered how the Romans used algae to color their faces and unmasked the secret behind the elaborate makeup that Radium came to be a popular 1930s beauty trend, or how make-up survived the war will enjoy this colorful journey through the human obsession with beauty. 16 pages of photos, some color. 288 pages. Amberley. Pub. at $28.95 $9.95

2849526 MAKE: PROPS AND COSTUME ARMOR: Create Realistic Science Fiction and Fantasy Weapons, Armor, and Accessories. By Shawn Thorsen. With this indispensable guide you’ll learn to fabricate, replicate, paint, and weather your way to making amazing realistic pieces for game, comic, and anime conventions; theatrical presentations; costume parties; and live action role playing. With step by step instructions you’ll be able to make professional-grade props and costume armor from scratch. 272 pages. Maker Media. Paperback. Pub. at $29.99 $21.95

3750523 COSTUMES & TEXTILES OF AWADHI: From the Era of Nawabs to Modern Times. By Susannah Swarup. Taking a fascinating journey, this volume recuperates the ambiance of the Nawabi era and the British Raj in Awadh and is the culmination of five years of research. This work is further embellished with rare photographs and exclusive pictures of the costumes and textiles of this time. 160 pages. Roll. 9¼x1½. Pub. at $29.95 $8.95

3724131 ESQUIRE DRESS CODE: A Man’s Guide to Personal Style. By Editors of Esquire. A definitive personal style guide from the editors of Esquire that offers witty, wry, and practical advice for men looking to dress their best. The authors cover closet essentials, investment pieces, off-the-rack necessities, and how to develop and express your personality: fashion fundamentals you can rely on! Fully illus., most in color. 190 pages. Hearst. 8¼x10½. Hardcover. Pub. at $29.95 $21.95

2604572 EARLY 1960s: Fashionable Clothing and Sears Catalogs. By Tina Skinner. One in a series documenting fashion trends in America. These guides are an invaluable resource for costume designers working to recreate an era, for collectors who want to document vintage clothing, and for fashion designers looking to revive and rework retro styles. A visual treasure chest of photographs, advertisements, and index. 11x14½. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

3792501 GAME OF THRONES: The Costumes. By Michele Clapton with G. McIntyre. This stunning volume celebrates an incredible collaboration involved in creating the attire seen throughout all eight seasons of the series, through beautifully detailed photographs of the costumes, and illuminating commentary from designer Michele Clapton. This is the definitive exploration of one of the most breathtaking elements of the award-winning show. 438 pages. Insight Editions. 10½x13¼. Hardcover. Pub. at $75.00 $54.95

Like us on Facebook.com/EdwardRHamiltonBookseller
See more titles at erhbc.com/815
Mosaics


Ceramics & Pottery

3718166 ODE TO JAPANESE POTTERY: Sake Cups and Flasks. By Robert Lee Yellin. In the world of Japanese pottery lie the aesthetic sensibilities of traditional Japanese culture. The author delivers, in this detailed volume, a luminous insight into modern and contemporary Japanese pottery, in particular ceramic sake cups and flasks. 144 pages. Coherent Press. Pub. at $15.95. $12.95

★ 375540 MASTERING KILNS & FIRING: Raku, Pit and Barrel, Wood Firing, and More. By Lindsay Oesterritter. Drawing on years of experience and extensive interviews with fellow potter and featuring galleries illustrating firing variations and unique surfaces from a variety of artists, this is an incomparable resource for the potter. 192 pages. Dover. Pub. at $32.00. $26.95

★ 3713532 FROM CLAY TO KILN: A Beginner’s Guide to the Potter’s Wheel. By Stuart Carey. The author leads you through each stage of the pottery making process. You will gain in-depth knowledge of how to work with clay, create basic shapes, troubleshoot problems, and decorate your pieces. With step by step instructions and helpful hints, you can jump straight into the studio with confidence. 160 pages. Lark. 8½x10¼. Pub. at $24.95. $17.95

Decorative Painting

3795179 HOW TO DRAW SHARPIE ART. By Jessica Mazurkiewicz. With tutorials on all the quick and simple things you can use your Sharpie Marker on and easy to follow instructions, this guide will show you just how to spuce up an assortment of items DIY style, with a rainbow of Sharpie colors to use. Style up napkins, flowerpots, lamp shades, glassware, Christmas ornaments, and more! Fully illus. in color. 161 pages. Racehorse. 8½x10. Paperback. Pub. at $16.99. $12.95

★ 2800814 A YEAR OF STONE PAINTING: 52 Mandalas Designs to Inspire Your Spirit. By F. Sehnaz Bac. 120 pages. Dover. 8½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $15.95


Puppets, Dolls & Dollhouses

★ 5005370 FAIRY HOUSES: How to Create Whimsical Homes for Fairy Folk. By Sally J. Smith. Smith reveals the secrets behind her amazing fairy house creations. Crafted exclusively from natural elements gleaned from the forests near her studio in the Adirondack Mountains, these miniature fairy homes will delight anyone with even a passing interest in mythical creations. Includes full step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 192 pages. Cool Springs Press. 8½x11”. Pub. at $30.00. $21.95

★ 6882447 THE WORLD OF MINIATURES: From Simple Cabins to Ornate Palaces. By Sarah Walkey. In this inspiring compendium of miniature buildings, Walkey looks at the wide variety of constructions that can be created by miniatures enthusiasts. Includes a section of beautiful photos she showcases the best examples of the doll’s house hobby to demonstrate what can be achieved when working in miniature. 192 pages. Guild of Master Craftsmen. 9½x11”. Pub. at $35.00. $24.95

2892456 FAIRY VILLAGE. By Mike & Debbie Schnarr. Features full-color photos of beautifully crafted whimsical scenes, including a bakery, a clockmaker’s shop, small boutiques, a village pavilion, and more. Also described is a stunning 34 inch foldout of the entire village. Step into the world of fairies like never before! 160 pages. Familius. 9x9¼x4¼. Ljx. Pub. at $32.95. $24.99

5856140 AMERICA’S DOLL HOUSE: The Miniature World of Faith Bradford. By William L. Bird, Jr. Features the story and details of one of the most fascinating objects at the Smithsonian Institution’s National Museum of American History. The five-story doll’s house was donated by its maker, Faith Bradford, along with a lengthy descriptor describing the lives of its residents; Mr. and Mrs. Peter Doll and family. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. Princeton Architectural. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95.


Metal Crafts

2803046 HORSESHOE CRAFTS: More Than 30 Easy Projects to Weld at Home. By BarbieTheWelder. Whether you’re a beginning welder or a more experienced crafter, this inspiring guide shows you how to make use of those old horseshoes in a fun and creative way. Inside you’ll find step by step instructions for fascinating projects like a wine rack, a fruit bowl, candleholders, and much more. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Skyhorse. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. $5.95

6061520 MINI-LATHE FOR HOME MACHINISTS. By David Fenner. The minilathe is a versatile and inexpensive mini-lathe has become a best-selling item in the hobby engineering market and is often purchased as an introductory tool by beginners. This guide presents a course on setting up and the history of innovation of the mini-lathe and the simple techniques of using it. Well illus. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

★ 3729672 A BLACKSMITHING PRIMER, SECOND EDITION: A Course in Basic and Intermediate Blacksmithing. By David Fenner. The mini-lathe is a versatile and inexpensive mini-lathe has become a best-selling item in the hobby engineering market and is often purchased as an introductory tool by beginners. This guide presents a course on setting up and the history of innovation of the mini-lathe and the simple techniques of using it. Well illus. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $5.95

★ 3741987 FARM BLACKSMITHING. By J.M. Drew. A facsimile of the classic title originally published in 1901, developed from a series of smaller articles on farm blacksmithing. The guide is designed to aid those who are beginning to learn the craft of blacksmithing, specific to early farming skills. Illus. 91 pages. SkipJack. Paperback. Pub. at $17.95. $12.95

★ 3745651 BLACKSMITHY’S CRAFT: An Introduction to Smithing for Apprentices & Craftsmen. By COSIRA. Fully illustrated guide that includes over 30 lessons with step by step instructions, and helpful diagrams, you’ll gain a deeper understanding of decorative ironwork. 79 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $9.99. $7.95

★ 6981336 CASTING FOR THE HOME WORKSHOP. By H. Tindell & D. Cooper. This prospectus cast them daunting to the home metalworker. This guide aims to demystify the craft and make it accessible to all by walking you through techniques, the history of casting, and the home foundry itself. It also covers tools, materials, and equipment needed. Well illus. in color. 176 pages. Crowood. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $32.95. $24.95


Papercrafts

379735X ORIGAMI CARS, TRUCKS & TRAINS. By Taro Yaguchi. Easy to follow instructions for twenty-seven fun designs, along with 96 sheets of folding paper with vehicle designs and folding lines printed right on the sheets to ensure success. In no time you will be creating a dynamic looking fleet of origami vehicles! Tuttle. 13½x7½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

★ 2895682 POP-UP CARDS: Step-by-Step Instructions for Creating 30 Handmade Cards in Stunning 3-D Design. By Jiminy. Features a collection of inspirational projects suitable for any occasion, from birthdays to weddings. Simple step by step instructions and handy design ideas make these cards a snap to create, and with the way, transforming even novices into expert paper engineers. Fully illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $9.95

3749947 HOLIDAY PAPER CARDS. By Larimer Craft & Design. Provides detailed instructions for creating more than 1525 beautifully designed projects for decorating your home, along with thirty-five classic paper craft materials, including sketch sheets, pattern sheets, blank note cards, and origami paper. Fully illus. in color. 80 pages. Weldon Owen. 8½x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95.

2894293 CREATING SNOWFLAKE ART: Designing Original Papercuttings. By C. Angéla Mohr. Introduces basic cutting techniques for snowflakes and provides designing tips for making original snowflakes to learn how to use your snowflakes for everyday household purposes or seasonal decorating. Fully illus. in color. 64 pages. Schiffer. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $9.95

2999269 ORIGAMI ANIMAL FRIENDS: Fold 35 of Your Favorite Cats, Dogs, Rabbits, and More. By Man One. Features 35 amazing projects, that with just a few pieces of paper allow you to create all your favorite pets, including cute cats, dogs, rabbits, and horses alongside creepy crawlies, fish, snakes, birds, and more. Includes 50 sheets of specially designed origami paper to get you started along with step by step instructions. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. 8½x11½. Paperback. Pub. at $19.95. $14.95

★ 3737998 MAKING ART FROM MAPS. By Paul Cooper. Introduces you to an international array of artists using maps in astounding ways. In each category—cookbooks, boxes and books, fashion, collage, art books, and more—you see through the how-to steps to creating complex art of your own. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Rockport. 8½x11¼. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. $17.95

★ 370626 ORIGAMI ODYSSEY: A Journey to the Edge of Paperfolding. By Peter Engel. This magnificent work shows that origami is more than the sum of its folds. Contains fully illustrated step by step instructions for creating origami projects and also includes a DVD containing video explanations and instructions that are sure to inform and inspire. 143 pages. Tuttle. 9½x11”. Paperback. Pub. at $24.95. $19.95
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PAPERCRAFTS

3733997 COLOR-GAMI: Color and Fold Your Way to Calm. By M. Donahue & E. Kwei. The relaxing art of origami meets the artistry of origami with these 20 unique designs. First, bring your choice of vivid color to any one of the 100 graphs designed on origami paper. Then, fold a variety of animals, flowers, and objects using the 80-page guide's accessible step by step instructions. 80 pages. Thunder Bay. 8¼x10. Spiralbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

374720 SNOWFLAKES: Creative Paper Cutouts for All Seasons. By Cindy Higham. Create unique paper snowflakes at home or in the classroom with 144 patterns designed for every season. Ideal for scrapbooking, greeting cards, decorating and more. 152 pages. Gibbs Smith. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $12.95

3731049 SAY IT WITH PAPER. By Hattie Newman. One of the most versatile materials ever invented, paper is readily available, easy to work with, and can be transformed into exquisite works of art. From snowflakes to clowns and letters to lanterns, each project includes fully step by step instructions, with plenty of expert tips and tricks to give your creations a professional finish. Fully illus., many in color. 128 pages. ILEX. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95 $9.95

3734968 WOODSTOCK PAPER DOLLS. 50th ANNIVERSARY EDITION. By Mary Tieren. Return to Yasgu’s farm in Bethel, New York, and recapture the spirit of the Sixties with these eight colorful paper dolls of festival performers: Joan Baez, Roger Dal trey, Jerry Garcia, Jimi Hendrix, Janis Joplin, Carlos Santana, Grace Slick, and Sly Stone. Dover. 6x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3744889 NAUGHTY GIRLS: Paper Dolls. By Brenda Sneathen Mattox. This collection of five dolls and 35 costumes re-create the golden age of “cheesecake” pin-up art, with a nod (and a wink) to the traditional and cutting edge handmade lettering tools, from classic calligraphy pens to bling producing metallic foils and glue pens. Each chapter features complete alphabet designs, with step-by-step instructions to help you master hand lettering. Fully illus., in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $12.95

3739085 CREPE PAPER FLOWERS: The Beginner’s Guide to Flower Making. By Patricia Mottet. Clear, paper-art focused explanations teach you the principles of mathematics we see in nature, including the Golden Angle and Golden Spiral. Fibonacci numbers, and the symmetry of the flower. This guide features 25 projects, along with traceable templates and instructions for each project, and a section on tools and techniques. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Schiffer. Paperbound. Pub. at $21.95 $16.95

3790651 BEGINNER’S GUIDE TO Origami and Papercrafting Skills Using Origami & Papercrafting Skills. By Glynn Descamps. The ancient Japanese art of kirigami combines paper folding with cutting to create delicate three dimensional objects. This practical guide teaches the basic techniques and gives step by step instructions to make 24 exquisite and impressive objects, from decorations and gift boxes to personal items and origami boxes. The ultimate how-to guide. 95 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.99 $11.95


375017 POP-UP DESIGN AND PAPER MECHANICS. By Duncan Birmingham. A comprehensive, easy to follow introduction to the fun and intriguing craft of pop-up design. This practical guide to pop-up is not dependent on mathematical calculation, measuring or technical drawing. Highly complex folding sculptures can be made using only card, scissors and glue. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Guild of Master Craftsman. Paperbound. Pub. at $22.95 $17.95

3749115 BEAUTIFUL PAPER CUTTING: 30 Creative Projects for Cards, Gifts, Decor, and Jewelry. By Lark Crafts. This craft is fun and easy to learn and requires only a few inexpensive supplies. Here, a group of creative paper designers shows you how to make a mix of appealing projects for celebrations, gift giving, home decoration, and jewelry. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Lark. 8x10. Paperbound. Pub. at $17.95 $12.95

2945134 COLOR, CUT, AND FOLD SUGAR SKULLS. Illus. by Amanda Brideoake. Following the Mexican Day of the Dead, Fuchimoto shares the story of how the sugar skull is a customary sweet treat made during the popular Mexican folk holiday. With this guide, you can now easily personalize traditional designs—like those designed for your own Day of the Dead. Features 30 original sugar skull designs that you can cut and fold to create 3-D decorations. Skyhorse. 8¼x11. Paperbound. Pub. at $11.95 $8.95


2929279 DOCTOR WHO ORIGAMI. By Mark Bolitho. With Doctor Who’s 50th anniversary just around the corner, this collection of origami will include more than twenty-five inventive paper box projects, from a simple ledge to a complex realistic TARDIS. Each one is superbly designed and clearly explained with fully illustrated instructions. Also included are 30 sheets of origami paper to get you started on a creative and relaxing activity. 128 pages. Jacquiz Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

3730506 THE ORIGAMI GARDEN: Perfectly Mindful Origami. By Mark Bolitho. This collection of origami includes more than 25 inventive paper projects, from a simple rose to a complex realistic rosebud and more. Each one is superbly designed and clearly explained with fully illustrated instructions. Also included are 30 sheets of origami paper to get you started on a creative and relaxing activity. 128 pages. Jacquiz Small. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


3712814 CREATIVE ORIGAMI AND BEYOND. By Jenny Chan et al. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Walter Foster. 8¼x11¼. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


3746089 FUNKY & EASY ORIGAMI ANIMALS. By Michael G. Lafosse. 48 pages. Tuttle. Paperbound. Pub. at $8.95 $6.95


2925769 HOW TO DRAW CREATIVE HAND-DRAWN LETTERING. By Lisa Engelbrecht. Explains the uses of both traditional and cutting edge handmade lettering tools, from classic calligraphy pens to bling producing metallic foils and glue pens. Each chapter features complete alphabet designs, with step-by-step instructions and exciting applications. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. CICO Books. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $14.95


CRAFTS, DIY 

PRICE CUT TO $3.95
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Calligraphy

3791408 PRACTICAL CALLIGRAPHY: Materials, Techniques & Projects. By George Thomson. Calligraphy can seem rather daunting, but never fear: this accessible guide will walk you through the basics. Seasoned with the essential tools you’ll need to get started, you’ll move on to explore a variety of calligraphic techniques across nine individual projects. Fully illus. in color. 96 pages. Ivy Press. Paperback. Pub. at $12.95. $4.95

3734246 FEARLESS FLORAL FLOURISHING: A Step-By-Step Workbook for Embellishing Your Hand-Lettering with Swirls, Swops, Swashes and More. By Alissa Chojnacki. Whether you go for a delicate, flowing calligraphic style, or a bold, elegant look, flourishing is a wonderful way to develop a personal style and make your hand-lettering stand out. From basic techniques to beautiful examples, this comprehensive resource offers lessons and exercises to master the art of flourishing. 237 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

3736379 THE ART OF BRUSH LETTERING: A Stroke-By-Stroke Guide to the Practice & Techniques of Creative Lettering & Calligraphy. By Kelly Klapstein. Learn to take a simple approach to the art of creating letterforms that can then be used to create colorful brushwork. This volume covers a wide range of creative special effects, offers instruction on freestyle lettering and as a bonus includes easy-to-follow exercises for both large and small brushes. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Quarry. 8¾x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

376883X THE ART OF WATERCOLOR LETTERING. By Kelly Klapstein. The author shares her secrets for mastering the essential techniques for creating lovely, modern lettering and calligraphy while teaching you how to master the medium and how to go with the watercolor flow to create one of a kind lettered art and calligraphy that reflect your unique style. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Quarry. 8¾x10. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

3721995 PLEASE DON’T COOK IN THE BATHROOM. By Sami Christianson. Creatively express your irreverent attitude and sarcastic sense of humor by taking a bath! Drawing on the do-it-yourself spirit of modern calligraphy and hand lettering! Featuring a crash course in calligraphy and hand lettering the alphabet, this manual also includes a selection of simple LEGO®-themed sayings. After all, if you’re going to tell someone they stink, it might as well look good! Well illus. in color. Race Point. 8x10. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

2939185 WRITTEN BY HAND: Technique & Tips for Your Everyday Handwriting More Beautiful. By Erica Tighe. Shows you how to make the art of handwriting a treat that brings elegance and character to everything from Post-it® notes and handwritten letters on index cards to the alphabet. Tighe walks you through the anatomy of each letter of the alphabet and the proper tools needed, so you’ll be writing beautifully in no time. Fully illus. in color. 128 pages. Rock Point. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**


6933368 CHINESE CALLIGRAPHY. By O. Zhongs hi & W. C. Fang. Chinese calligraphy, with its historical, theoretical and importance in Chinese culture, has its history, theory, and importance in Chinese culture. Well illus., many in color. 511 pages. Yale. 9x4¼x1½. Pub. at $75.00. **PRICE CUT to $49.95**

2790848 THE WONDER AND MAGIC OF CALLIGRAPHY. Ed. by M. Tucker & J. Calderhead & H. Cohen. Lavishly illustrated with master-pieces of calligraphic hand lettering and instructional examples, this comprehensive resource offers lessons and exercises for learning to write more than 25 alphabets. A masterful instruction manual, it aims to build your skills and expertise alike. 184 pages. Sterling. 10x10¼x1%. Pub. at $27.95. **$21.95**

3759281 MASTERING MODERN CALLIGRAPHY. By Molly Suber Thorpe. A beautiful in-depth guide to the art of modern calligraphy that emphasizes experimentation and fun rather than rigid uniformity. With targeted exercises and lessons aimed at building your comfort zone, this manual will not only help you master tricks of the trade, but develop your very own modern calligraphy style. Fully illus. 237 pages. St. Martin’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $26.95. **$19.95**

Flowercrafts

3688771 THE ART OF PRESERVED FLOWERS AND LEAVES: Contemporary Techniques and Designs. By Jennie Ashmore. The author and calligraphy with well written exercises in flower pressing techniques. There are step by step instructions on preparing and pressing the plants, with advice on making your own comfort zone, this manual will not only help you master tricks of the trade, but develop your very own modern calligraphy style. Fully illus. 237 pages. St. Martin’s. Spiralbound. Pub. at $26.95. **$19.95**


Other Arts & Crafts


3800261 LEGO STAR WARS: Chronicles of the Force. By Adam Bray et al. A fun and informative guide to a LEGO galactic empire. An up-to-date companion to LEGO Star Wars, with detailed information about the latest sets and minifigures and illustrated with extensive photography. Includes an exclusive interview with LEGO® CHIEF DESIGNER! Punch out and assemble the full color components from 20 sheets of card stock, requiring only 1 small piece of glue. This is sure to make the fans happy! Dover. 12x12¾. Paperback. Pub. at $11.95.

377662 BASKET-WEAVING CRAFTS: 22 Home Decorating Projects Using Basket-Making Techniques. By Vivie Boesch. This manual is your gateway to weaving! Anyone can enjoy working with natural materials to create more than 20 useful, decorative, and artistic baskets. No weaving experience is needed to make baskets, from simple trays to magazine racks and birdfeeders, each project includes easy to follow instructions, photos and helpful tips. 128 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. **$13.95**

291297X MAKING WINTER: A Hygge-Inspired Guide for Surviving the Winter Months. By Emma Mitchell. A Danish concept all about coziness, simple pleasures, and the company of loved ones, “Hygge” is at the heart of these 15 creative crafts and recipes. Ranging from gorgeous knitties to snugly woolens and tasty treats, they are sure to bring a new breath of life into your cold months. 145 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $19.99. **$16.95**

292188X CRAFTERS’ MARKET, 2ND ANNUAL EDITION. Ed. by Kerry Bogert. More than 400 new listings for craft fairs, festivals, and craft shows across the country, detailed guidelines for submissions for a total of more than 1,200 craft market resources, including craft shows, magazines, book publishers, online market places and more. A comprehensive guide to a world of possibilities for marketing your craft. Photos. 347 pages. Fons & Porter. Paperback. Pub. at $27.99. **$9.95**

3732588 THE LEGO CASTLE BOOK: Build Your Own Mini Model, With LEGO® Bricks! By Jeff Friesen. Whether your goal is to add realistic details to your castle like crenellations, turrets, and parapets, or simply to build an all-white castle setting—you’ll find endless inspiration in this beautifully illustrated volume that includes step by step instructions. 188 pages. No Starch. 9x4½x1½. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**
Recipe Collections

3791114 MOM’S COMFORT FOOD. By Joyce Kilmersta. These easy to make dishes will inspire fellowship around fabulous food. You will find a delicious, down to earth recipe for every gathering, special occasion, and everyday meal including: Chorizo Baked Beans; Quiche Baked with Creamy Slow Cooker Potato Soup; Dutch Butter Bars; and Pecan Joy Pie. Well illus. in color. 244 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $24.99 $6.95


299253 WRAPPED: Crepes, Wraps, and Rolls from Around the World. By Galin Payvagh-Charinda. Whether as a snack on the go or as part of a family feast, filled pancakes or wraps are found on every Main Street and served up in homes all over the world. This delicious collection of recipes includes such favorites as tacos, burritos, spring rolls, dosa, kebabs, dumplings, giddle cakes, pancakes, and pastries—all wrapped, rolled, or parcelled. Well illus. in color. 160 pages. Interlink. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99

★ 3744302 101 THINGS TO DO WITH PUMPKIN. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95


3788903 COOKING WITH YOGURT. By Tian Iliev. Offers a wonderful selection of inspiring and creative yogurt recipes like Fried Yogurt Fritters and Chicken with Mustard Yogurt Sauce, using a range of yogurt varieties including frozen and live cultures. Many yogurt combinations together with precisely chosen spices will satisfy even the most fastidious tastes. Fully illus. in color. 160 pages. Touchstone. 8¼x10¼. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

3747832 FLAVOR BOMBS: The Umami Ingredients That Make Taste Explosive. By Adam Fleischman with T. Nguyen. Helps you up your game in the kitchen with ingredients, flavor principles, and techniques that powerfully punch up flavor. Fleischman shows you how to build a pantry that will help you create great dishes, from flavorful Avo chicks to simpler Blender Gazpacho and Five-Minute Pork-Confetti Salad to Midnight Garlic Noodles. Color photos. 256 pages. HMH. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

372058X THE GREAT WASHING MACHINE COOKBOOK. By Eric Axs. Elegant yet comforting, quick to prepare yet nutritious, flavorful yet versatile, rotisserie chicken is perfect for many occasions. Here are over 100 great meals using this amazing ingredient. From Chili Chicken Mini Tostadas to Pulled Chicken Sliders, plus sides to complement any chicken dinner. Well illus. in color. 202 pages. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $17.95

4529162 101 THINGS TO DO WITH MAC & CHEESE. By Toni Patrick. Whether cooking on a budget or for a pack of picky eaters, these tasty recipes are for you. All recipes are based on pre-made ingredients: Avo chicks, Beef Jerky, and products, with the creative use of additional ingredients and/or alternative methods of preparation. 120 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.95 $4.95

★ 3744301 101 THINGS TO DO WITH GRITS. By Harris Cottingham. Enjoy the versatility of the Southern staple that’s sweeping the nation. With delicious and inventive recipes, you’ll be serving grits at every meal. By Sassafras Fish, Salmon and Grits Cakes, Jalapeno and Bacon Grits, and Hazelnut Grits Napoleon. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $7.95

3737650 WELCOME HOME HARVEST COOKBOOK: Quick-and-Easy Farm-to-Table Dinners and Desserts. By Hope Comerford. Ring Bound. Discover wholesome farm to table meals without a lot of fuss! Combine fresh ingredients with simple farm fresh meals from home cooks across the country, offering over 450 recipes that Autumn Chicken and Veggies, Rhubarb Crisp, Tomato-Jalapeno Tostadas, Tuscan-Style Pork Ribs with Balsamic Galze; and more. Color photos. 578 pages. Good Books. 9x½x½. Spiralbound. Pub. at $24.99 $7.95

2812355 THE ANNE OF GREEN GABLES GOURMET BOOK: Gourmet Recipes from Anne and Her Fri ends in Avonlea. By K. MacDonald & L.M. Montgomery. Have you ever wanted to sneak a sip of Diana Barry’s Favorite Raspberry Cordial or try a slice of Anne Shirley’s famous Liniment Cake? Now you can, with the delightful teatime snacks, mains, desserts and more, all inspired by the beloved children’s classic. Well illus. in color. 111 pages. Rainbow. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99 $9.95

2865823 THE GOURMET COOKBOOK: More Than 1,000 Recipes. Ed. by Ruth Reichl. With engaging introductions to each chapter, entertaining head notes, indispensable information about ingredients and techniques, hundreds of tips from Gourmet’s test kitchens, and an extensive glossary, this volume is the essential kitchen companion for anyone who wants to get the most out of cooking. Well illus. in color. 1,368 pages. Touchstone. 8½x11½. Hardcover. Pub. at $35.00 $29.99

3706915 THE BEACH HOUSE COOKBOOK. By Mary Kay Andrews. From an early-spring dinner of Cherry Balsamic-Glazed Pork Medallions and Bacon Kissed Brussels Sprouts to Fourth of July Buttermilk-Brined Fried Chicken, Potato Salad, and Pudding Parfaits—this collection of recipes will have you thinking about beach houses and beaches designed to put you in a permanently carefree, coastal state of mind all year long. Color photos. 254 pages. St. Martin’s. Paperback. Pub. at $24.99 $14.95

3730581 UNICORN FOOD: Natural Recipes for Edible Rainbows. By Sandra Mahut. Add technicolor sparkle to your sush and fairy tale magic to your cocktails. And it’s all deliciously natural, no nasty food additives or preservatives, just beautiful food colorings made from berry juices and plant-based ingredients. Well illus. in color. 192 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95


★ 3707247X POUS: Over 100 Innovative Recipes for Crusts, Sauces, and Toppings for Every Pizza Lover. By P. Cuibeth and L.C. Wilson. The ultimate guide to making more than 100 recipes for pizza bases and crusts and more. From classic pizzas to dessert pizzas, there’s something for everyone. Try Chicken, Cranberry, and Brie Pizza; Caramelized Onion, Prosciutto, and Peach Pizza; Banana, Chocolate, and Pecan Pizza, and many more. Well illus. in color. 250 pages. Fox Chapel. Paperback. Pub. at $19.99 $14.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A SHEET PAN. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A SLOW COOKER. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A SALAD. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A CURRY. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A NORTH AFRICAN. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A SPANISH. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A MEAT. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A DESSERT. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95

★ 3730581 WELCOME HOME: A FRUIT. By Eliza Cross. Celebrate the flavor of pumpkin year-round with this delicious collection of recipes, including Curried Pumpkin Soup; Pumpkin Apple Pecan Chicken; and Decadent Pumpkin Butter Cake. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 $4.95
Recipe Collections

* **3744337 101 THINGS TO DO WITH A JAR.** By Barbara Beety. Twist, pop, and enjoy! 95 ways to enter the jar, pickles, desserts, and giftable meal kits, simple glass jars can be used for much more than just jam and pickles. Recipes include Plain Old Pickled Pickled Avocados, BLT Salad, Tie-Dye Rainbow Cupcakes, and more. 128 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $9.99 **$7.95**

* **3756933 THE NECROMONOMNOM: Recipes and Rites from the Lore of H.P. Lovecraft.** By Mike Slater. The authors have summoned forth 50 funny, bizarre, and horrible dishes such as The Deep Fried Deep Sea Diver and The Great Old Buns. Gin and Miskatonic and more. Like Lovecraft’s Necromicon, the legendary tome of the dead, this collection of recipes will be a unique addition to your library, dungeon, or scullery. 205 pages. Countryman. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $24.95 **$17.95**


* **3759569 TASTE OF HOME GRANDMA’S FAVORITES.** This incredible collection of over 400 recipes offers hundreds of comforting dishes, each of which are sure to remind you of those special moments shared in Grandma’s kitchen. Includes complete menus, savory stews, soups, sides, Sunday dinners, snacks and appetizers. Well illus. in color. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.99 **$18.95**

* **3727491 THE COOK’S DICTIONARY GUIDE.** By Denise Greig. The ideal reference tool for anyone with a healthy interest in food, containing over 3,500 entries, a range of subjects including basic foodstuffs, preparation and storage tips, cooking techniques, cooking utensils, macrobiotic terms, and more. Color photos. 272 pages. Northeast. Pub. at $19.99 **$17.95**

* **3784614 INSPIRED AND BEYOND.** By Ali Mafucci. Among the 125 healthy recipes in this collection you’ll find Flourless Breakfast Crostini with Peaches & Sunflower Butter; Spicy Grilled Cheese; and Mint Chocolate Avocado Ice Cream. Rest assured, Mafucci offers up brand-new spiralized salads, grain, and vegetable recipes including Southwestern featuring 150 authentic fruit, grain, and vegetable recipes including Mesquite Gruel; Hackberry Jam; Dandelion Wine; Yucca Flower Soup; and more. Well illus. in color. 560 pages. Voracious. **$29.95**

* **3777464 THE ULTIMATE ROTISSERIE COOKBOOK.** By Diane Phillips. Creatively takes the countertop rotisserie well beyond chicken to every kind of food and every course. Features classic recipes such as Asian Salmon Burgers, Pork Roast Chicken, Rotissiere Carrot Cakes, Beef Brussel Sprouts, Japanese Beef Tips, and Top Sirloin Steak with Roasted Mushrooms and Blue Cheese Sauce. Well illus. in color. 350 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $35.00 **$19.95**

* **2898389 AIR FRYER PERFECTION.** By America’s Test Kitchen. Discover how to cook a whole meal in one pot. Explore the best practices, tips, and techniques for the air fryer, and learn tips for making the most delicious meals. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. Pub. at $21.95 **$7.50**

* **3791910 THE KITCHEN SHORTCUT BIBLE.** By B. Weinstein & M. Scabroch. This collection of 200 ingenious recipes will supercharge your time in the kitchen without sacrificing quality or flavor. Featuring new ways to use the kitchen tools and ingredients you already have on hand, this guide will show you how to make a great supper easier like Creamy Pork and Cabbage Stew with Caraway Dumplings, with stovepot and pressure cooker directions. Photos. 352 pages. Little. Brown. **$7.95**

* **3778675 COOK’S ILLUSTRATED ALL-TIME BEST DINES FOR TWO.** By the eds. at America’s Test Kitchen. Cooking for two has never been easier with more than 75 recipes that have been re-engineered to serve two. From Teriyaki-Glazed Steak Tips, to Garlicky Pork with Eggplant and Spinach or Foodies with Shirmp, anyone starting out and empty-nesters alike will love these meals tailored just for them. Color photos. 182 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. **$22.99**

* **2851599 AMERICAN INDIAN COOKING: Recipes from the Southwest.** By Carolyn Niethammer. A book and fascinating guide to the rich culinary traditions of the American Indians of the Southwest featuring 150 authentic fruit, grain, and vegetable recipes including Mesquite Gruel; Hackberry Jam; Dandelion Wine; Yucca Flower Soup; and more. Originally published as American Indian Food and Lore. Illus. 192 pages. Bison. 8¼x10¼. Pub. at $16.95 **$16.95**

* **3759946 THE MILK STREET COOKBOOK, REVISED EDITION.** By Christopher Kimball et al. Featuring more than 275 tried and true recipes, this volume is the ultimate guide to high quality, low effort cooking and the perfect companion for cooks of all skill levels. You’ll find simple recipes that deliver big flavors and textures from Chicken with Snap Peas and Basil, Roasted Cauliflower with Miso Glaze, French Apple Cake, and more. Well illus. in color. 560 pages. Voracious. **$24.95**

* **2867873 HOW TO BRAISE EVERYTHING: Classic, Modern, and Our Favorite Ways Using the Time-Honored Technique.** By America’s Test Kitchen. An authoritative guide from the experts at America’s Test Kitchen on the art and science of braising with over 230 unique kitchen-tested recipes that include Beef Short Ribs, Goulash, and Beef and Barley Stew. Well illus. in color. 382 pages. America’s Test Kitchen. **$17.95**

* **2883539 MAPLE BROILED LAMB: A Complete Guide to Maple Syrup.** By Scott. Maple syrup is one of the most potent, flavorful, and versatile ingredients around. Whether you use it for savory or sweet dishes, this guide will show you how to make the most of your syrup. Well illus. in color. 112 pages. Countryman. **$17.95**

* **3787532 THE LITTLE WOMEN COOKBOOK.** By J. Bergstrom & M. Osada. Experience Louisa May Alcott's classic novel in an entirely new and delightful way, as a cookbook. Step back into the world of the March family and serve your favorite characters with recipes like Meg’s Plummy Wedding-Cake, Jo’s Molasses Candy Fit to Eat, Beth’s Toast for Tea, and more. Color photos. 176 pages. Ulysses. Pub. at $19.99 **$14.95**

* **3787531 1,000 LOW-CALORIE RECIPES.** By Jackie Newgent. These 1,000 flavorful recipes prove that low-calorie isn’t tasteless and unsatisfying! Without using artificial ingredients or substitutes, this collection of low-calorie recipes will help you make good eating. Recipes include Thai-Inspired Chicken Satay, Heritloom Tomato Salad; Cajun Veggie Gumbo; Chicken Chimichurri; and much more. 600 pages. HMH. Pub. at $35.00 **$8.95**
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Low Fat & Healthy Cooking

3706125 WILD MEDITERRANEAN. By Stella Metsovas. Fifty delicious and nutrient-rich recipes to help you restore gut harmony naturally, using the delicious foods you already know and love to liberate you from digestive issues. Color photos. Full of pre-tox and detox protocols, the recipes include Fava with Roasted Vegetables; Jackson Pollock’s Paella; and Moussaka. Color photos. 302 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $4.95

2884305 KALET INSPIRING KALE. By Catherine Walters. Discover the myriad ways you can introduce this superstar among superfoods into your cooking with recipes like Baked Eggs Over Kale, Kale Tarte Tatin; Penne with Kale, Sausage, and Mushrooms; and even Kale, Pumpkin Seed and Bacon Brittle. Well illus. in color. 218 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95 $4.95

**3778479 THE EVERYTHING GLUTEN FREE DAIRY FREE COOKBOOK.** By Audry Roberts. Cooking without gluten and dairy is simple nowadays, and with easy substitutions some creative cooking, and the recipes in this book, you will be able to enjoy all your favorite foods like: Cinnamon Roll French Toast Casserole; Crunchy Coconut Chicken Bites, and Rosemary Focaccia Bread. Includes over 300 recipes. Well illus. Adams Media. Paperbound. Pub. at $18.99 $14.95

3752356 THE WHOLE30: The 30-Day Guide to Total Health and Food Freedom. By Melissa Hartwig and Michael Walther. This program will provide a month’s worth of easy to follow recipes designed to build confidence in the kitchen and inspire the taste buds. Well illus. in color. 421 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $30.00 $7.95

**3985403 NO GLUTEN, NO PROBLEM PIZZA.** By Kelii & Peter Bronski. Because pizza was a passion for the Bronskis, when Peter was diagnosed with celiac disease, there was no way they were going to give it up. With insights from the best pizza pizzaiolo from Naples to New York City, they tested over one thousand pies in pursuit of the perfect gluten-free, low-carb, and dairy-free pizza. Here they deliver dozens of other constitutes, the options are endless. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Ballantine. Paperbound. Pub. at $27.00 $5.95


**3739104 WHOLE FOOD COOKING EVERY DAY.** By Amy Chaplin. In twenty chapters, Chaplin shares ingenious recipes incorporating the foods that are key to a healthy diet; seeds and vegetables, whole grains, and other plant-based foods. She teaches readers to seek out local and organic ingredients, stock their pantry, and learn to incorporate healthy ingredients, prep ahead of time, and most important—cook at home. Color photos. 400 pages. Artisan. 8x14/10. Pub. at $40.00 $29.95

3794948 COOK10: The 30-Day Plan for Faster, Healthier, Happier Meals. By D. Tartamkin and the eds. of Epicurious. For 30 days you change the way you cook every meal, and you will transform the way you eat and feel. With more than 100 recipes, plenty of strategies for success, and the program you can do every day of your life, you can save time and money. By repurposing leftovers and planning ahead, you’ll make cooking work for you. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Little, Brown. Paperbound. Pub. at $20.00 $7.95

2878054 THE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY KITCHEN COOKBOOK. By Leela Leela. If you suffer from chronic ailments, anxiety, fatigue, headaches, or inflammatory conditions, you may have a sensitivity to gluten, histamine, or other inflammatory compounds. This book offers all you’ll need to know how histamine works in your body, and how to change your diet to help. More than 100 recipes are included like Zucchini Noodles & Chicken Scampi, and Mushrooms Bolognese. Color photos. 281 pages. Sterling. 8x14/10. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3763382 NUT BUTTER: Over 50 Clean and Simple Recipes to Fuel a Healthy Lifestyle. **By C. Cesario & J. Sulliven. A comprehensive guide to making a variety of nut butters at home, as well as incorporating nut butters into your life in a healthy way. Recipes include Macadamia (Walnut Red Pepper Dip); Cinnamon-Date Nut Butter; and Almond Butter. Color photos. 188 pages. Andrews McMeel. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.95

2978838 THE COMPLETE IDIOT’S GUIDE TO EATING PALEO. By N. Quinn & J. Glaspey. Our hunter-gatherer ancestors feasted on lean meats and fish, fresh fruits and vegetables, nuts and seeds—and were healthy. This easy to follow and over 100 mouthwatering recipes for a Paleolithic diet, this helpful guide gives you everything you need to know to reap the benefits of a back to nature diet. 318 pages. Alpha. Paperbound. Pub. at $13.99 $4.95

**3986553 THE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY KITCHEN COOKBOOK. By Leela Leela.** Leela Leela. If you suffer from chronic ailments, anxiety, fatigue, headaches, or inflammatory conditions, you may have a sensitivity to gluten, histamine, or other inflammatory compounds. This book offers all you’ll need to know how histamine works in your body, and how to change your diet to help. More than 100 recipes are included like Zucchini Noodles & Chicken Scampi, and Mushrooms Bolognese. Color photos. 281 pages. Sterling. 8x14/10. Pub. at $24.95 $17.95

**3970764 LOW-OXALATE ANTI-INFLAMMATORY COOKBOOK.** By Cindy Bolkina. You’ll learn how oxalates affect your body, what foods they may be found in, and how to adjust your diet so they don’t cause you inflammation or other issues. Bolkina then takes popular recipes and re-creates them for anyone dealing with a limited diet; recipes such as Creamy Zucchini Soup, Crispy Polenta, Beef with Mushrooms and Sea Salt Cookies; and more. Color photos. 261 pages. Skyhorse. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $9.99


3665052 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 400 LOW-FAT RECIPES & TIPS. Color photos. 480 pages. Hearst. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95


2986434 GOOD HOUSEKEEPING 400 HEART HEALTHY RECIPES & TIPS. Fully illus., in color. 480 pages. Hearst. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95 $9.95

**3738493 GLUTEN FREE: Recipes & Preparation.** By Angela Litzinger. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Flame Tree. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95 $9.95
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Slow Cookers & Crockpots

3706372 TEXAS SLOW COOKER: 125 Recipes for the Lone Star State’s Very Best Dishes, All Slow-Cooked to Perfection. By Cheryl Alters Jamison. The foods that Texans love cook up best when they cook slow. In this groundbreaking recipe collection, a bone fide barbecue expert shares her fuss-free methods for re-creating the treasures of Texas cooking: from Chicken Chile Verde to Beef and Green Onions and Lemony Strawberry Rhubarb Cobbler, Color photos. 222 pages. Storey. Paperbound. At $18.95.

3758587 THE TASTE OF HOME SIMPLE, EASY, FAST SLOW COOKER. Ed. by Carolyn Walter, Simplicity’s Test Kitchen. Making a slow cooker great! These slow cooked entrees, soups, sandwiches and desserts come together quickly and cook up extra fast, so you can sit in to a comforting favorite any night of the week. You’ll even find quick breads as well as speedy sides and salads, round out your main course. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Paperbound. At $19.99.

3755495 TASTE OF HOME SLOW COOKER. Ed. by H. Wheaton & C. Rukavea. Offers over 100 recipes perfect for weeknight dinners and special meals as well as potlucks and game-night suppers. The recipes include Slow Cooker Ground Beef Stroganoff, Momma’s Turkey Stew with Dumplings, Spicy Lentil & Chicpea Stew, and Lemon Garlic Smashed Ribs. Fully illus. in color. 288 pages. Paperbound. At $17.99.

6946232 BEEF: Slow Cooker Favorites. Features more than 150 slow cooker recipes for beef from soups, stews, and other comforting dishes to exotic international ones. Simple One-Pot Meals include Beef Vegetable Soup, Salisbury Steak Casserole; Retro Meatballs; Apple Mustard Brisket; and Beef and Ginger Curry. 175 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. At $12.95.

1841130 TIPS FOR USING YOUR SLOW COOKER. By Phyllis Pellman Good et al. This collection of more than 800 tips and stories comes from the experts—experienced cooks who use their slow cookers nearly every day. 176 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $12.95.

3743990 DRESSINGS: Over 200 Recipes for the Perfect Salads, Marinades, Sauces, and Dips. By Marnie Fennimore. This is the only dressing bible you’ll ever need, full of ideas for any season and for any occasion. Try Marnie’s grapefruit dressing over a bed of kale. Make your own Hollandaise sauce, for home made egg yolk. From rose water vinaigrette to smoky ranch, this collection gives you everything you need to know to add flavor to any salad. Color photos. 261 pages. Cider Mill. Paperbound. At $18.95.

3787036 THE EVERYTHING HEALTHY SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK. By Rachel Rappaport with B.E. Horton. Thanks to this great cookbook, you’ll be able to enjoy 200 healthful, delicious recipes for you recipes, you can please your palate without sacrificing nutrition, or your waistline. Recipes include Sun-Dried Tomato and Pesto Dip and Red Wine Hot Pot; Ginger Chicken and Pomegranate Soup; and Marsala Beef Stew. 200 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. At $16.95.

27060X SOUPS, STEWS, AND CHILIS: Slow Cooker Favorites. With more than 100 recipes, these hearty soups, stewy, hearty soups, stewy, hearty soups and zesty chilis, there is something for everyone. With minimal prep work and easy cleanup these one pot meals include Pumpkin, Turkey Chili, Herbed Chicken and Pasta Soup; and Marsala Beef Stew. 174 pages. Adams Media. Paperbound. At $14.99.

3793042 365 SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Lisa Bracanin and M. O’Dea. Offers one recipe for every day of the year. Recipes range from the slow-cooking Barbecued Country Style Ribs to the heart-warming Lazy Sunday Pot Roast to the unexpected Caribbean Jerk Chicken, and many are as easy as adding the ingredients to the pot and letting the cooker do all the work. 512 pages. HMH. Paperbound. At $19.99.

3749630 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS I DIDN’T KNOW MY SLOW COOKER COULD DO THAT. Ed. by John Miller. These recipes go beyond slow cooker fare to include pasta, breads, rice, eggs, and desserts. Miller demonstrates unusual uses of the slow cooker, such as steaming and roasting, and includes intriguing recipes like Wild Mushroom and Blue Cheese Bread Pudding; Chile Verde Breast Lasagna; Party Potatoes with Asioli; and more. Fully illus. in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperbound. At $19.99.

265211X MARTHA STEWART’S SLOW COOKER. By Martha Stewart Living. Maximize the flavor and simplify the cooking with an assortment of recipes that play to the slow cooker’s celebrated strengths. With clever ideas for getting the most out of that machine’s capabilities while at the same time uncovering its hidden potential, it is yet another invaluable kitchen tool. By Stewart. Color photos. 272 pages. Paperbound. At $19.99.

3747611 BETTER HOMES & GARDENS FAST OR SLOW: Delicious Meals for Slow Cookers, casseroles, Cookers, or Multi-Cookers. Ed. by Hope Comerford. Sometimes you want something good to eat sooner rather than later—and sometimes later is better! Every recipe is tested to make it easy for you to get it done on time. Includes Beef and pressure cooker, multi cooker, or slow cooker. Make Low Country Shrimp Boil in just one minute or let the flavors of a Country Lamb Stew develop over eight hours. Color photos. 304 pages. HMH. Paperbound. At $19.99.

2851792 THE GREAT BIG PRESSURE COOKER BOOK. 500 Easy Recipes for Every Machine, Both Stovetop and Electric. By W. Weinstein & M. Scarbrough. Offers recipes for every device, stovetop and electric, no matter the manufacturer. Whether you’re seeking an adventurous array of spices found in dishes such as Cherry Chipotle Pulled Chicken or pure comfort food, like Classic Pot Roast and Potatoes, you’ll find the perfect pressure cooker recipe for every dish. Color photos. 544 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. At $25.00.


3789101 YEAR-ROUND SLOW COOKER. 100 Favorite Recipes for Every Season. By Dina Cherry. Offers 100 recipes that combine fresh, seasonal produce with slow cooker convenience to create delicious results like Pulled Chicken with Chipotle Barbecue Sauce, Stuffed Bratwurst with Onions and Lemony Strawberry Rhubarb Cobbler. Color photos. 222 pages. Taunton. 8x10. Paperbound. At $19.95.

3770796 FRESH FLAVORS FOR THE SLOW COOKER. By Nicole Sizemore. In this inspired collection of recipes for the slow-cooker, Sizzling, Spicy Salsa Chicken; Amazing Caramel Apple Crunch; and more. Well illus. in color. 341 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $19.95.

294524X FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT HEALTHY SLOW COOKER COOKBOOK. By Hope Comerford. Sometimes you want something good to eat sooner than you are navigating food sensitivities or allergies, different ages, and different dietary needs. This collection has something for everyone. Features countless healthy recipes, including: Hearty Autumn Stew; Hearty Asian Beef; Pasta with Paprika, Vegetable Stuffed Peppers, and more! Fully illus. in color. 343 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $19.95.

3789055 FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT SLOW COOKER FREEZER MEALS. By Hope Comerford. In this collection you’ll find over 100 freezer-friendly recipes, most gluten-free, many you can prep ahead. All you’ll have to do for dinner is thaw it in your fridge for 24 to 48 hours, pour it in the slow cooker, and hit “start.” From stews and soups, to casseroles and one-pot meals. Fully illus. in color. 341 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $19.95.

294525X FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT LAZY AND SLOW COOKBOOK. 365 Days of Slow Cooker Recipes. By Hope Comerford. These collected recipes are created and carefully tested by home cooks across America with ingredients most people already have in their cupboards. For every week of the year, you’ll find family recipes like: Chicken Tortilla Casserole, Mexican Haystack Nachos, Brunswick Soup, and more! Photos. 452 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $19.95.

378773X FIX-IT AND FORGET-IT FAVORITE SLOW COOKER RECIPES. By Hope Comerford. Whether Dad likes to cook or likes to be cooked for; this collection of 150 tried and true recipes are sure to be a hit! Buffalo Chicken, Slow Roasted Ribs; Chocolate Pudding Cake; Beer Poached Italian Sausage; Spicy Pulled Pork Sandwiches; and more. Well illus. in color. 331 pages. Good Books. Paperbound. At $19.99.
**Quick & Easy Cooking**

**LIMITED QUANTITY** 3788814  **QUICK & EASY DISHES:** The Ideal Cookbook for New Cooks, Students, and People on the Go! By Deborah Gray. The recipes are appealing and delicious, but inexpensive, and require minimal equipment or cooking experience. Provides a wide variety of meal options that include vegetarian, vegan, and gluten-free dishes that take 10 to 30 minutes to prepare with just a few simple ingredients. This collection will inspire first-time cooks and busy cooks. Well illus. in color. 288 pages. Sellers. Pub. at $17.99. **SOLD OUT**

**3779432 TASTE OF HOME INSTANT POT COOKBOOK.** Today’s home cooks know how to utilize their Instant Pots. With over 100 recipes, you’ll enjoy incredible, savory meals, and sandwiches loaded with flavor. You’ll even discover no-fuss appetizers and impressive desserts all made quickly and easily. Well illus. in color. 256 pages. Taste of Home. Pub. at $17.99. **$4.95**

**3755452 TASTE OF HOME 5 INGREDIENTS.** Ed. by H. Vantine & L. Bukovina. It takes a handful of ingredients to create a delicious home cooked meal. With these quick and easy recipes you’ll find hearty, satisfying family friendly entrees, comforting soups and sandwiches, delicious appetizers and snacks, tempting desserts and more. Well illus. in color. 208 pages. Reader’s Digest. Spiralbound. Pub. at $12.99. **$4.95**

**373076X DISNEY THE SIMPLE FAMILY COOKBOOK.** By Jean-Francois Mallet. Now your family can cook together with these 100 recipes and activities, along with short, crystal-clear directions and photos of all the ingredients and takes a mere 10 minutes from preparation to table. Recipes include a storm with recipes like Dumbo’s Favorite Fish Stew, Honey-Dijon Holiday Ham to Stuffed Acorn Squash to Eggnog Ginger Snap Custard. 299 pages. Good Books. Pub. at $19.99. **$4.95**

**2084410 QUICK-FIX DINNERS.** Ed. by the eds. of Southern Living. There’s a little something for everyone in this helpful recipe collection. Recipe flags show busy cooks at a glance how long a dish takes from start to finish. There are ideas for healthy foods, quick meals, and no-fuss dinner dishes, proving that dinner made fast can be flavorful, satisfying, and best of all, stress free. 256 pages. Domnor. Pub. at $19.99. **$4.95**


**3708275 JAR FOODS: Recipes for On-The-Go.** By Dominique Eoloise Alexander. Healthy, quick recipes that you can prepare ahead of time and take to school or work. 219 pages. Clarkson. Pub. at $9.99. **$4.95**

**3732803 GLORIOUS ONE- POT MEALS.** By Elizabeth Yanez. Offers a totally new, patently simple way to prepare quick and easy one-pot meals, while keeping ingredients intact and full of flavor. All it takes is a Dutch oven and a bit of creative thinking using an ingredient that has been layered, never stirred. 223 pages. Clarkson. Pub. at $17.95. **$4.95**

**3737739 NOT YOUR MOTHER’S CASSEROLES, REVISED EDITION.** By Faith Durand. The author opens up a whole new world of casserole cooking, serving up more than 225 recipes for something as simple as one pan meals full of fresh, colorful, and nutritious ingredients. Try Blueberry cheesecake French toast, Butternut Squash and Sweet Potato Soup, Chard and Coconut Milk Casserole, and more. 332 pages. Harvard Common. Pub. at $24.99. **$6.95**

**SOLD OUT**

**628153 INSTANT POT ELECTRIC PRESSURE COOKER COOKBOOK.** By S. Quesenberry & K. Merker. From healthy breakfasts and sides to soups and stews, this collection of low-maintenance desserts, these low-maintenance recipes will help you get a meal on the table in a fraction of the time. With the easy to follow instructions you’ll discover quick and tasty meals like Apple Cider and Thyme-brased Brisket and Lemon Chicken with Green Olives. Color photos. 176 pages. Race Point. 8 x 10 in. Paperback. **$16.99**

**2994982 COOKING WITH YOUR INSTANT POT MINI: 100 Quick & Easy Recipes for 3-Quart Models.** By Heather Schlueter. Features 100 recipes including well-loved INSTANT POT favorites. Includes 18 new recipes that are perfect for the Instant Mini including Blueberry Almond French Toast Casserole, Beef & Potato Stew, Sweet & Spicy Asian Ribs, and Warm Chocolate Lava Cake. 16 pages of color photos. 180 pages. Sterling. Paperback. **$19.95**

**3959127 FRESH FLAVOR FAST: 250 Easy, Delicious Recipes for Any Time of Day.** By Martha Stewart Living. A must-have for anyone who want to make flavorful, healthful meals morning, noon and night, here are 250 recipes organized by meal. All are made with easy to find ingredients, in a short amount of time. Try Potter Paperbound. Full-color photos. **$14.95**

**3761567 THE ‘I LOVE MY INSTANT POT!' COMPLIMENTARY DISH RECIPE BOOK.** By Maryae Flaherty. By reducing your body’s response to inflammation, you’re decreasing your risk for chronic health problems. Eating whole and unprocessed foods is the best way to do so—and easier than ever, thanks to your Instant Pot! A must-have for Instant Pot fans, these 175 recipes include: Raspberry Steel Cut Oatmeal Bars; Lemon Garlic Turkey Breast; and Coconut Curry Sweet Potato Soup. Color photos. 224 pages. Adams Media. **$12.95**

**3784355 THE INSTANT POT HOLIDAY COOKBOOK: 100 Festive Recipes to Celebrate the Season.** By Heather Schlueter. This recipe collection provides inspiration for delectable holiday fare. Welcome guests with a festive cup of Warm Spiced Wine. Tender turkey for a Small Gathering is worthy of oohs and aahs, while Sweet Potatoes and Marshmallows is a yummy classic. And desserts such as Pumpkin Cream Lavash Cake are fabulous. Let the festivities begin! Color. 176 pages. Epicure. Pub. at $19.95. **$6.95**

**2835576 THE EVERYTHING AIR FRYER COOKBOOK.** By Michelle Fagone. With 300 quick and tasty recipes, this book is perfect for the air fryer novice and veteran alike. Classic and limited options, as well as classic favorites like fried pickles and jalapeno poppers, there’s an air fried meal for every taste. With 100 recipes, you’re looking for an easy breakfast dish, a scrumptious snack, or a delicious dinner for the whole family, you can find it all here. Color photos. 303 pages. Adams Media. Pub. at $19.99.
Cinnamon Buns with Colorful Side Dishes, and Inviting Soups, Heart Salads, Home-style Yearwood et al. In addition to recipes for OKLAHOMA KITCHEN.

3787559 LEAVE ME ALONE WITH THE RECIPES. By Cipe Pinhés. The newly discovered illustrated recipes of widely influential yet unsung designer Cipe Pineles, introducing her

2852403 TRISHA’S TABLE: My Best-Food Favorites for a Balanced Life. By Trisha Yearwood. The award-winning chef offers up recipes that taste good and also that are good for you. Try Billie’s Houdini Chicken Salad; Edamame Parmesan; Snap pea and Berry Bruschetta; Grilled Fish Tacos with Creamy Lime Sauce; Gratitude Bread; Honey Chipotle Oven Roasted Ribs; Egggnog Cookies; and Guinness Pst Pte. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3149463 DEBBIE MACOMBER’S TABLE: Sharing the Joy with Family and Friends. In this treasure trove you’ll find one hundred delicious dishes that have become Debbie Macomber’s staples, some inspired by her novels and others by family and friends. Try Spicy Grilled Fish Tacos with Creamy Salsa Verde; Red Lion Chowder Bread; Turo Turnip Gratin; Chicken, Bacon, and Fennel Pie. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

2983079 THE UNOFFICIAL POLDARK COOKBOOK. By Cohen & L. Edwards. Celebrate the magic that is BBC’s and PBS Masterpiece's Poldark with this unofficial kitchen companion. Learn to cook and eat like a miner, a ruthless banker, a scullery maid, or an heiress. Try Tuckers Woodland Cream Scones; Red Lion Chowder Bread; Turo Turnip Gratin; Chicken, Bacon, and Fennel Pie. More. Color photos. 173 pages. Skysky. House. Pub. at $21.99 $5.95

2912147 MOLTAL BATALI: Simple Family Meals. By Mario Batali. From lush hearty winter braises, these easy seasonal dishes enliven any dinner table, from a weekend meal to a holiday celebration. Better yet, the recipes are organized intoistent categories for stress-free meals. Fully illus. in color. 322 pages. Eco. Pub. at $29.99 $7.95

2980418 SIMPLY NIGELLA. By Nigella Lawson. From quick and calm weekday dinners like Miso Salmon and Cauliflower & Cashew Nut Curry, to stress-free ideas when feeding a crowd, like Chicken Traybake with Bitter Orange & Fennel, to the instant joy of bowlofdish like Thai Noodles with Cinnamon and Shrimp—whatever the occasion—food should always be pleasurable. These recipes are the perfect antidote to boring meals. Illus. in color. 436 pages. Houghton. Pub. at $35.00 $11.95

4441834 LIDIA’S FAVORITE RECIPES: 100 Foolproof Italian Dishes, from Basic Sauces to Irresistible Entrees. By Lidia Bastianich & T.B. Manuali. Updated with more than 100 recipes that include Sam’s Cobb Salad; Donatello’s Chicken Wings; and Potatoeas with Tarragon and White Wine; and Peanut Butter Cookies with Blackberry Jam. Color photos. 204 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95

285175X GEORGIA COOKING IN AN OKLAHOMA KITCHEN. By Trisha Yearwood et al. In addition to recipes for inviting soups, colorful side dishes, and irresistible desserts, Trisha shares practical advice, time-saving tips, and creative ingredient substitutions to accommodate all tastes and dietary needs. Well illus. in color. 224 pages. Clarkson Potter. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99 $6.95

3720672 THE PIONEER WOMAN COOKS: The New Frontier. By Ree Drummond. From scrumptious breakfasts, to quick and easy brunches, to mouthwatering stews and desserts, to hearty main courses and side dishes, to special-occasion dinners, you’ll find a fresh take on Lidia’s signature and irresistibly reliable dishes. Try Ziti with Broccoli Rabe and Sausage; Savoy Seafood Stew; Veal Ossobuco with Barley Risotto; and Limoncello Tiramisu. Color photos. 229 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $27.99 $14.95

4001635 THE BEST OF AMERICA’S TEST KITCHEN 2019. The best-of-the-best collection of every-thing America’s Test Kitchen. 8½x11¼. Pub. at $35.00 $26.95

2988224 WEEKENDS WITH GIADA. By Giada De Laurentiis. Flavor, freshness, and fun take center stage while cooking timetested recipes with the minimum with this welcome handbook of fantastic recipes and surefire Monday to Friday strategies for everyone. Delicious weekend meals include Orzo and Green Onion Fettuccine with Tarragon and White Wine; and Peanut Butter Cookies with Blackberry Jam. Color photos. 204 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $21.95

314946X GIADA’S FAMILY DINNERS. By Giada De Laurentiis. Unpretentious and delectable Italian-style dishes offer fresh flavors in simple, yet elegant recipes. Such savory dishes as Vegetable Panini with Mozzarella, Garlic and Citrus Chicken; Pizza Rustica; and Nutella Ravioli are suited for meals small and large. Color photos. 254 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

2851786 GIADA’S ITALY. By Giada De Laurentiis. The best-of-the-best collection of every-thing Giada shares recipes for authentic Italian dishes as her family has prepared them for years, updated with her signature flair. From weekday dinners to weekend getaways, Giada’s photography taken in and around Rome, and recipes that include Calamari Panzanella and Chicken Agrodolce, you’ll fall in love with Italian cooking. 288 pages. Clarkson Potter. Pub. at $35.00 $9.95

6949622 RECIPES FOR LIFE: My Memories. By Linda Evans with S.C. Derek. A combination of the story of a life well-lived and a treasured recipe trove of dishes that is the late J. Stover John Wayne’s “The Duke’s” Crab Dip; Ina Garten’s Filet of Beef Bourguignon; and many more. Photos. 298 pages. Post Hill. Pub. at $26.00 $19.95
Appetizers & Snacks


LITTLE BITES: 100 Healthy, Kid-Friendly Snacks. By C. Chinis & S. Vanlan. Developed by two busy moms, this collection of inspired recipes is just right for active families that care about what they eat. These nutritionally dense treats are simple to make, are easy to pack, as a bonus, make great breakfasts, light lunches or side dishes. Recipes include Apple Chips, Mini Sweet Potato Pies, Fresh Summer Rolls, and more. Fully illus. in color. 278 pages. Roost. Paperbound. Pub. at $24.95

REAL SNACKS: Make Your Own Favorite Snacks Without All the Junk. By Lara Feroni. Satisfy your cravings without the guilt using more than 70 recipes for sweet and salty snacks that switch out the artificial colors, fake flavors, and industrial preservatives for whole-grain flour, natural sugars, and real flavorings. Includes alternatives for Ice Cream Sandwiches, Pop Tarts, and cookies. Well il. in color in each 84 pages. Sasquatch. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.95


BARTENDING GUIDES


THE WALDORF ASTORIA BAR BOOK. By Frank Caiafa. One of the most iconic hotels since it opened in 1931, the Waldorf Astoria hotel has been celebrated. Blending recipes, history and how-to, this volume from the master libationist of the bar is full of tips and variations, from tacos and tequila adventures. 406 pages. Penguin. Pub. at $25.00

DRINKING WITH THE SAINTS. By Michael P Foley. The author offers the faithful drinker witty and imaginative insight on the appropriate libations for the seasons, feasts and saints’ days of the Church year. With more than 300 cocktail recipes and lively sketches of scores of saints, this collection also offers the perfect concoction that both sinner and saint will savor. Illus. in color. 256 pages. Regan. Paperbound. Pub. at $16.95

HOLIDAYS & ENTERTAINING

BETTY CROCKER CHRISTMAS COOKBOOK. Chock-full of terrific recipes for appetizers, entrees, desserts, drinks and gifts—a perfect blend of classic favorites and fresh ideas including Double-Sugar Cookies, Honey-Basil Fruit Dip, Apple Crisp Pancakes; Green Bean and Leek Casserole; Raspberry Poisentina Blossoms; and much more. Well illus. in color. 304 pages. HMH. Paperbound. Pub. at $19.99

EASY CHRISTMAS CUT-UP CAKES. By Melissa Barlow. Easy directions on how to make decorated cakes in rectangular, square, and round pans, then cut them up and piece them back together creating stunning designs. Includes tons of patterns with no expensive pans or molds needed for a Penguin, Snowman, Polar Bear, Wreath, Christmas Tree, and even Santa himself. Color photos. 72 pages. Gibbs Smith. Pub. at $14.99

BETTY CROCKER CHRISTMAS COOKBOOK. By Danielle Maiella. Keep the holiday cheer going with the quick and easy recipes included here. Snickerdoodles for Santa; Eggnog Cookies; Cranberry Bliss Bars; Peppermint Chocolate Bark, and Holiday Trifle all for deliciously delish and terrific holiday treats as well. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

CHRISTMAS AT HISTORIC PLANTATIONS, Recipes and Traditions from the Real Downton Abbey. By Fiona Carvann. This lavishly illustrated volume invites you into the magic of the festive season and some of the most famous historic houses in the world. Packed with stories, recipes, and festive inspiration, this rich compendium will guarantee you and your guests a Christmas to remember. 320 pages. Plateae. Pub. at $49.95


WINE & SPIRITS

300 BEST SWEET SWEET SNACKS: Gooey, Chewy, Crunchy Treats for Every Occasion. By Melissa Joulwan. Keep the holiday cheer going with the quick and easy recipes included here. Snickerdoodles for Santa; Eggnog Cookies; Cranberry Bliss Bars; Peppermint Chocolate Bark, and Holiday Trifle all for deliciously delish and terrific holiday treats as well. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

100 SWEET SWEET SNACKS. By Melissa Joulwan. Keep the holiday cheer going with the quick and easy recipes included here. Snickerdoodles for Santa; Eggnog Cookies; Cranberry Bliss Bars; Peppermint Chocolate Bark, and Holiday Trifle all for deliciously delish and terrific holiday treats as well. Well illus. in color. 128 pages. Countryman. Paperbound. Pub. at $14.95

**Seasonings & Condiments**


**6814808 FERMENTED PROBIOTIC DRINKS AT HOME**, by Felicity Evans. Illus. in color. 192 pages. The Experiment. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. [PRICE $7.95](#)

**2936092 RED HOT SRIRACHA: 50 Recipes That Will Kick Your Ass!** by Melissa Ben-Ishay. Includes dozens of Sloaney eye-watering recipes featuring everyone's favorite hot sauce, this collection brings the heat to a whole new level. Try Firehouse Beef Sliders, Thai Corn Chowder; Four Alarm Baked Mac and Cheese; and much more. Well illus. in color. 127 pages. Race Point. Pub. at $14.99. [PRICE CUT to $2.95](#)


**2898521 OIL & VINEGAR: Explore the Endless Uses for These Vibrant Seasonings in over 75 Delicious Recipes.** by Ursula Ferrigno. Well illus. in color. 144 pages. Ryland Peters & Small. Pub. at $11.95. [PRICE CUT to $5.95](#)


**2815111 THE COMPLETE HEALTHY СMOOTHIE FOR NUTRIBULLET**, by Jason Manheimer. Well illus. in color. With over 30 recipes of smoothies are fantastic on their own, they can also be easily used as templates to expand your Nutribullet smoothie repertoire. Learn about adding healthy fats such as virgin olive oil, avocado, and coconut oil, and get advice on eliminating separation and foam. Every thing you need to know about healthy smoothies. Illus. in color. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. [PRICE $3.95](#)

**282549X THE SODA FOUNTAIN**, by Gia Giasullo et al. Quintessentially American institution, the soda fountain speaks of a bygone era of innocence and ease. Brooklyn Farmacy & Soda Fountain, opened in 2010, revives this forgotten pastime in these pages, offering up delicious recipes for creating classic soda fountain sodas, milkshakes, and cream sodas. Well illus. in color. 216 pages. Ten Speed. Pub. at $19.99. [PRICE $4.95](#)


**2893037 INFUSED WATER AND ICE: Pump Up Your Agua with over 100 Recipes** by Amy Hunter. This collection is packed with over 100 creative and refreshing recipes sure to please. Whether you’re looking to boost your metabolism, enhance your energy levels, or add a little green to your diet, every new user will find the input they need for their quenching desire. Featuring delicious and unexpected flavor combinations such as Citrus Fizz, Cucumber Mint, Raspberry Jalapeno Sparkle, and more. Well illus. in color. 272 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. [PRICE $3.95](#)

**6832390 THE COMPLETE SODA-MAKING BOOK**, by Jill Houk. Re-create your favorite sodas in your own home, without the high price tag or all the confusing ingredients. Featuring 100 all-natural recipes, this volume shows you how to use your soda-making appliance to craft classic and unique soft drinks, from traditional cola to artisanal flavors. Color photos. 240 pages. Workman Media. Paperback. Pub. at $17.99. [PRICE $3.95](#)

**2896191 MOCKTAILS: More Than 50 Recipes for Delicious Non-Alcoholic Cocktails, Punches, and More**, by Richard Beatty. Man shares his expertise and recipes for making delightful non-alcoholic drinks such as: Blackberry Spritzer; HarvestCollins; Juniper Berry & Tonic; Sangria Presso; Ruby Red Kombucha; Lagers; Coffee Tea Punch; and many more. Fully illus. in color. 176 pages. Racehorse. Paperback. Pub. at $14.99. [PRICE $11.95](#)

**3750876 PUNCHES & INFUSED RUMS**, by Jenece Kanelos Werner. Illus. in color. 72 pages. Weldon Owen. Pub. at $12.95. [PRICE $4.95](#)


**3734412 RUBS: Over 150 Recipes for the Perfect Sauces, Marinades, Seasonings, Bastes, Butters, and Glazes**, by Melissa Ben-Ishay. The most complete collection in the kitchen with the 150 recipes for dry seasonings and marinades, bastes, butters, and glazes included in this beautiful volume. Try Southwestern Rub, Horseradish Mustard, Wasabi Dijon, Bourbon and Brown Sugar Glaze; Honey-Soy Seafood Baste; or Red Wine and Dijon Marinade at your next barbecue! Fully illus. in color. 398 pages. Cider Mill. Paperback. Pub. at $18.95. [PRICE $4.95](#)

**3970285 COLD SMOKE, HOT SMOKE: A Cookbook for Savvy Smokers**, by Melissa Ben-Ishay. SPICE things up with these recipes featuring smoky goodness. Rubs and sauces, glazes and brines, all the unpronounceable ingredients. They can also easily be used as templates to expand your Nutribullet smoothie repertoire. Learn about adding healthy fats such as virgin olive oil, avocado, and coconut oil, and get advice on eliminating separation and foam. Every thing you need to know about healthy smoothies. Illus. in color. 191 pages. Skyhorse. Pub. at $16.99. [PRICE $3.95](#)

**2916528 PRESERVING FOOD WITHOUT FREEZING OR CANNING**, by the Gardeners & Farmers of Terre Viva. This title celebrates the traditional but little known French techniques for storing and preparing edibles that maximize flavor and nutrition. Offers more than 250 easy and enjoyable sweet and savory recipes featuring locally grown and minimally refined ingredients for those who seek healthy food for a healthy world. 197 pages. Chelsea Green. Paperback. Pub. at $25.00. [PRICE $19.95](#)

Canning & Preserving


Fruits & Cooking

**3344287 101 THINGS TO DO WITH APPLES.** By Madge Baird. Keep the doctor away with your apple a day served up in style with recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert. Try Overnight Breakfast Cassat Us to Downtown Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Red Lentil Soup, Mini Turkey meatloaves; Apple Almond cheesecake; and more. 126 pages. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**3588402 BLUEBERRIES: 50 Tried & True Recipes.** By Julia Rutland. Start new traditions and bring back old favorites with this wonderful variety of dishes. Inside you'll find, Blueberry Cheesecake Bars, Blueberry, Lobster, and Corn Salad, Blueberry-Buttermilk Pie, Blueberry, Raspberry, and Lemon Icebox Pie, and more. 136 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $16.95. **PRICE CUT to $12.95**

**2669553 RHUBARB: 50 Tried & True Recipes.** By Corrine Kozial. With a zingy yet tart earthy flavor, rhubarb is perfect as a sauce, in a drink, and of course, baked in a pie. Here are 50 tried and true recipes for perennial favorites, smoothies, salads, and even main dishes. Includes tips for growing your own 136 pages. Adventure Publications. **$12.95**

**6872571 THE JOURNEY OF BLUEBERRIES: Nature's Little Blue Powerhouse.** By Theresa Milling. Presents a wide array of blueberry recipes—from bars to soups toTorte. decadent and good for you fruit. Try Apple-Blueberry Bundt Cake; Blueberry-Peach Oven Pancakes; Blueberry-Apple Salad, or Blueberry Lemonade. 224 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**


Food & Foodlore

**3694925 COLONIAL FOOD.** By Ann C. Bligh. Covering the years of the earliest days and the crucial help provided by Native Americans, to the first Thanksgiving celebrations and the increasingly sophisticated fare served in inns and taverns, this small volume provides a window onto daily life in Colonial America. Color illus. 64 pages. Shire. Paperback. Pub. at $9.95. **$3.95**

**3791858 THE COURSE OF HISTORY: Ten Volumes.** Ed. by Struan Blair. Luminous, authoritative, urgent, and filled with fascinating heroes and villains from around the world, this new edition reflects the many changes in American food consciousness during the 21st century. Includes: Taste of the Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink and have also been added, as have a substantial number of biographies of culinary personalities. 2,508 pages in three volumes. Illus. Oxford. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $98.00. **$79.95**

**2901072 NEVER OUT OF SEASON: How Having Food We Want When It Threatens Our Food Supply and Our Future.** By Rob Dunn. Authoritative, urgent, and filled with fascinating heroes and villains from around the world, this new edition reflects the many changes in American food consciousness during the 21st century. Includes: Taste of the Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink and have also been added, as have a substantial number of biographies of culinary personalities. 2,508 pages in three volumes. Illus. Oxford. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $98.00. **$79.95**

**3774730 THE FIREFOX BOOK OF APPALACHIAN COOKERY, REVISED EDITION.** Ed. by T.J. Smith. From springhouse to smokehouse, from hearth to garden, Southern Appalachian foodways are celebrated in this newly revised edition. Recipes include: Catfish on a Woodstove; Quick and Easy Doughnuts; Old-Fashioned Chicken Pie; and more. Illus. 234 pages. Uncup. Paperback. Pub. at $24.00. **$19.95**

**2851150 THE CHEF’S LIBRARY: Favorite Cookbooks from the World’s Great Kitchens.** By Colby Linford. Lavishly illustrated with covers and spreads from the cookbooks themselves, this comprehensive volume brings together food writers, chefs, restaurateurs, and bakers and celebrates the flavors, dishes, and techniques that have inspired them and defined their cooking. 352 pages. Prebound. Pub. at $40.00. **$9.95**

**2892716 CAKE: A Slice of History.** By Alyssa Levine. A fascinating look at cakes both ancient and modern, from today’s off-maltmamaed fruit cake to the pound cake, from the ubiquitous birthday cake to the Angel Food Cake, from Queen Victoria’s patriotic cake all the way to competitive baking. Along the way Levine rethinks on how and why cakes became the primary food for celebration. 320 pages. Pegasus. Pub. at $26.95. **$16.95**

**2581668 POT au FEU AT BUCKINGHAM PALACE: Haute Cuisine.** Featuring exclusive photographs, recipes, anecdotes, and menus that span three generations of royal dining, this fascinating collection offers an extraordinary insight into royal gastronomy. 219 pages. John Blake. Pub. at $21.95. **$17.95**

**2871131 THE OXFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FOOD AND DRINK IN AMERICA, SECOND EDITION.** Ed. by Andrew F. Smith. In over 1,400 entries, this new edition reflects the many changes in American food consciousness during the 21st century. Entries from The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink have also been added, as have a substantial number of biographies of culinary personalities. 2,508 pages in three volumes. Illus. Oxford. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $98.00. **$79.95**

**2725525 THE OXFORD ENCYCLOPEDIA OF FOOD AND DRINK IN AMERICA, SECOND EDITION.** Ed. by Andrew F. Smith. In over 1,400 entries, this new edition reflects the many changes in American food consciousness during the 21st century. Entries from The Oxford Companion to American Food and Drink have also been added, as have a substantial number of biographies of culinary personalities. 2,508 pages in three volumes. Illus. Oxford. 8 1/4x11. Pub. at $98.00. **$79.95**


**3774759 BLUEBERRIES: Nature’s Little Blue Powerhouse.** By Theresa Milling. Presents a wide array of blueberry recipes—from bars to soups toTorte. decadent and good for you fruit. Try Apple-Blueberry Bundt Cake; Blueberry-Peach Oven Pancakes; Blueberry-Apple Salad, or Blueberry Lemonade. 224 pages. Adventure Publications. Paperback. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**

**2895788 ITALIAN FOOD.** By Elizabeth David. Illus. 376 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**2975874 ITALIAN FOOD.** By Elizabeth David. Illus. 376 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**2871831 AMERICAN ADVERTISING COOKBOOKS: How Corporations Taught Us to Love Spam, Bananas, and Bodega Miwuk People.** By Sarah D. Lohman. Illus. 280 pages. S&S. **$17.95**


**2975874 ITALIAN FOOD.** By Elizabeth David. Illus. 376 pages. Grub Street. Pub. at $24.95. **$17.95**

**2904532 YOU DON’T KNOW WHAT YOU’RE EATING & WHY.** By Madge Baird. Keep the doctor away with your apple a day served up in style with recipes for breakfast, lunch, dinner, and dessert. Try Overnight Breakfast Cassat Us to Downtown Grilled Cheese Sandwich, Red Lentil Soup, Mini Turkey meatloaves; Apple Almond cheesecake; and more. Gibbs Smith. Spiralbound. Pub. at $7.95. **PRICE CUT to $5.95**

**29070045 FIFTY FOODS THAT CHANGED THE COURSE OF HISTORY.** By Bill Price. A fascinating guide to the edibles that have had a great impact on the development of modern culture. Discover how sugar fueled the transatlantic slave trade, why an oatmeal cookie was so important to the Allied First World War effort and how a simple soup could be to inspire the reader for a modern work of art. Illus. in color. 244 pages. Finally, Fire. **PRICE CUT to $7.95**

**2942722 PAPERBACK TITLES**

**3687550 THE U.S. ARMY COOKS’ MANUAL.** Ed. by R. Sheppard. Brings together exemplary manuals to show how the U.S. Army fed and provisioned its troops in the 19th- and early 20th-century, revealing what daily life must have been like both for those preparing and consuming the rations. A fascinating exploration of early U.S. Army cooking. Illus. 191 pages. Casemate. Pub. at $14.95. **PRICE CUT to $9.95**